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Astrophysical charge-free black holes are known to satisfy no-hair relations through which all
multipole moments can be specified in terms of just their mass and spin angular momentum. We here
investigate the possible existence of no-hair-like relations among multipole moments for neutron stars
and quark stars that are independent of their equation of state. We calculate the multipole moments
of these stars up to hexadecapole order by constructing uniformly-rotating and unmagnetized stellar
solutions to the Einstein equations. For slowly-rotating stars, we construct stellar solutions to
quartic order in spin in a slow-rotation expansion, while for rapidly-rotating stars, we solve the
Einstein equations numerically with the LORENE and RNS codes. We find that the multipole
moments extracted from these numerical solutions are consistent with each other, and agree with
the quartic-order slow-rotation approximation for spin frequencies below roughly 500 Hz. We also
confirm that the current-dipole is related to the mass-quadrupole in an approximately equation
of state independent fashion, which does not break for rapidly rotating neutron stars or quark
stars. We further find that the current-octupole and the mass-hexadecapole moments are related
to the mass-quadrupole in an approximately equation of state independent way to roughly O(10%),
worsening in the hexadecapole case. All of our findings are in good agreement with previous work
that considered stellar solutions to leading-order in a weak-field, Newtonian expansion. In fact,
the hexadecapole-quadrupole relation agrees with the Newtonian one quite well even in moderately
relativistic regimes. The quartic in spin, slowly-rotating solutions found here allow us to estimate
the systematic errors in the measurement of the neutron star’s mass and radius with future X-ray
observations, such as NICER and LOFT. We find that the effect of these quartic-in-spin terms on
the quadrupole and hexadecapole moments and stellar eccentricity may dominate the error budget
for very rapidly-rotating neutron stars. The new universal relations found here should help to reduce
such systematic errors.
PACS numbers: 04.25.D-,04.20.-q,04.25.-g,97.60.Jd
I. INTRODUCTION
Stationary and axisymmetric black holes (BHs) satisfy
certain no-hair relations [1–7], which allow us to com-
pletely describe them in terms of their mass, spin an-
gular momentum and charge. Such relations imply that
the exterior gravitational field of BHs can be expressed
as an infinite series of multipole moments that only de-
pend on the first two (in the absence of charge): the
mass-monopole (the mass) and the current-dipole (the
spin angular momentum) [8, 9].
The multipole moments used to describe the gravita-
tional potential far from a source are analogous to those
used in electromagnetism to describe the electric and vec-
tor potential of a distribution of charge and current. As
in electromagnetism, in General Relativity (GR) these
multipoles come in two flavors: mass moments and cur-
rent moments [10]. The former is sourced by the en-
ergy density (or the time-time component and the trace
of the spatial part of the matter stress-energy tensor)
while the latter is sourced by the energy current den-
sity (or the time-space component of the stress-energy
tensor) [11]. Multipole moments are important not only
because they allow us to describe the exterior gravita-
tional field [12, 13], but also because they are directly
related to astrophysical observables [14–16].
The BH no-hair relations do not apply to neutron stars
(NSs) and quark stars (QSs) since these are not vacuum
solutions to the Einstein equations. One may then ex-
pect that the multipole moments of NSs and QSs would
depend strongly on their internal structure, or more pre-
cisely, on their equation of state (EoS), which relates their
internal pressure to the energy density. The goal of this
paper is to investigate whether such NSs and QSs satisfy
approximate no-hair relations in full GR. If this were the
case, one would then be able to describe their exterior
gravitational field by measuring their first few multipole
moments, which could have interesting applications to
X-ray NS observations [17, 18].
Some evidence already exists to support the existence
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2of such no-hair relations for NSs and QSs. A universal
relation between the moment of inertia (directly related
to the current dipole moment) and the mass quadrupole
moment was found in [19, 20], using an unmagnetized,
uniform- and slow-rotation approximation. This result
was immediately confirmed by [21] using different EoSs.
Haskell et al. [22] extended the analysis of [19, 20] to mag-
netized NSs and found that the universality still holds,
provided that stars spin moderately fast (spin period less
than 0.1s) and the magnetic fields are not too large (less
than 1012G). Such properties are precisely those one ex-
pects millisecond pulsars to have.
Several studies have relaxed the slow-rotation approx-
imation [23–25], leading to an apparent initial disagree-
ment on whether rapid rotation can destroy the EoS-
universality in general. Doneva et al. [23] constructed
NS and QS sequences by varying the dimensional spin fre-
quency and found, as anticipated in [19, 20], that the rela-
tion between the moment of inertia and the quadrupole
moment depend on the spin frequency. By construct-
ing stellar sequences by varying the dimensional spin-
frequency, they found that EoS-universality breaks down
and from that, they concluded that in general the EoS-
universality is broken for rapidly rotating stars. How-
ever, shortly after, Pappas and Apostolatos [24] and
Chakrabarti et al. [25] constructed stellar sequences by
varying dimensionless combinations of the spin angular
momentum and found that the relations remain EoS-
universal. Although the conclusions of [23] and [24, 25]
are contradictory, their calculations are not actually in
disagreement; instead, they show that whether the EoS-
universality holds for rapidly-rotating relativistic stars
depends on the choice of spin parametrization. More
recently, Stein et al. [26] proved analytically that univer-
sality is preserved regardless of rotation, provided one
works with dimensionless spin parameterizations.
Recent studies have also considered whether approxi-
mately EoS independent relations exist between higher-
` multipole moments. Reference [24] in fact found
one such relation between the current octupole and the
mass quadrupole moments of NSs. This relation was
not only approximately EoS-universal but also approx-
imately spin-insensitive. The Newtonian results of [26]
analytically confirmed this result. The latter, in fact,
proved that higher-` multipole moments in the non-
relativistic Newtonian limit can be expressed in terms
of just the mass monopole, spin current dipole and mass
quadrupole moments through relations that are approxi-
mately EoS-universal and spin-independent. This univer-
sality, however, was found to deteriorate with increasing
` multipole number.
The existence of approximately universal relations is
not only of academic interest, but it also has practical
applications. For example, if one could measure any two
quantities in a given relation independently, one could
perform an EoS-independent test of GR in the strong-
field regime [19, 20]. Moreover, these relations may play
a critical role when attempting to measure the mass
and radius of NSs with future X-ray telescopes, such as
NICER [27] and LOFT [28, 29]. The pulse and atomic
line profiles of such stars depend not only on the stellar
mass and radius, but also on the moment of inertia, the
quadrupole moment and the stellar eccentricity [30–32].
Universal relations between these quantities [17, 19, 20]
allow one to break parameter degeneracies and measure
the mass and radius [18]. Such measurements, in turn,
would allow for exquisite constraints on the EoS in the
high density regime [33].
In this paper, we study whether approximately EoS-
independent relations among multipole moments exist
up to hexadecapole order in full GR for both NSs and
QSs. To do so, we construct unmagnetized, uniformly-
rotating NS and QS solutions to the Einstein equa-
tions. For rapidly-rotating stars, we extract multipole
moments by numerically constructing stellar solutions
with the LORENE [34, 35] and RNS [36] codes. For
slowly-rotating stars, we extract multipole moments by
solving the Einstein equations in a slow-rotation expan-
sion to quartic order in spin, extending previously-found
quadratic [37, 38] and cubic [39] solutions. Validity of the
quadratic solution is discussed in [40]. Such an extension
allows us to estimate the importance of quartic-order-in-
spin terms in X-ray observations of millisecond pulsars,
which were neglected in [18, 32].
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (Top) The (reduced dimensionless)
hexadecapole (M¯4)–quadrupole (M¯2) moments relation with
various NS and QS EoSs and spins, together with the fit given
by Eq. (90) and the Newtonian relation found in [26]. Observe
the relation approaches the Newtonian one as one increases
M¯2. The Newtonian relation for an n = 0.5 polytrope agrees
with the relativistic fit for various realistic EoSs within 10%
accuracy above the critical M¯2 denoted by the dotted-dashed,
vertical line. (Bottom) Fractional difference between the data
and the fit. Observe the relation is universal to roughly 20%.
This means that the hexadecapole moment can be approxi-
mately expressed in terms of just the stellar mass, spin and
quadrupole moment.
3A. Executive Summary
Given the length of the paper, let us here present a
brief summary of the main results. First, we confirm
that the LORENE and RNS codes lead to numerically
extracted multipole moments up to hexadecapole order
that are not only consistent with each other, but also con-
sistent with the slow-rotation approximation. We find
that the numerical codes become inaccurate in the ex-
traction of the mass hexadecapole moment for χ . 0.1–
0.2, while the slow-rotation expansion becomes inaccu-
rate for χ & 0.3, where χ ≡ S1/M20 , with S1 the spin
angular momentum and M0 is the stellar mass. The lat-
ter suggest that spin corrections to the moment of inertia
and the quadrupole moment become important only for
NSs with spin frequency larger than 100-450Hz, depend-
ing on the stellar compactness.
Second, we confirm the results of [24, 25], who found
that the moment of inertia and the mass quadrupole mo-
ment obey approximately EoS-independent relations for
arbitrarily rapidly spinning NSs, when one parametrized
the stellar sequence in terms of χ. We further confirm
that the current octupole and the mass quadrupole mo-
ments also satisfy approximately EoS-independent rela-
tions to roughly 10% variability [24]. We find that these
relations hold not only for NSs, but also for QSs.
Third, we investigate for the first time whether ap-
proximately EoS-independent relations exist in full GR
between the mass hexadecapole and the mass quadrupole
moment. The top panel of Fig. 1 shows the reduced (di-
mensionless) mass hexadecapole as a function of the mass
quadrupole (see Eq. (88) for a definition), for various re-
alistic NS and QS EoSs and spin frequencies. For com-
parison, the top panel also shows an analytic fit to all the
data and the Newtonian relations of [26] for an n = 0.5
polytropic EoS. The bottom panel shows the fractional
difference between all the data and the fit. Observe that
the relation is both approximately EoS-independent and
also spin-independent, with 20% variability at most. The
variability though drops to only 10% if the sequence of
NSs and the sequence of QSs were considered seperately.
Fourth, we find that the approximate EoS-universality
between the hexadecapole and the quadrupole moments
is worse than that found between the octupole and the
quadrupole moments. This suggests that the universal-
ity becomes worse as one considers higher-` multipoles,
which is consistent with the Newtonian limit [26]. The
top panel of Fig. 1 shows that the full GR M¯4–M¯2 re-
lation approaches the Newtonian result rapidly as M¯2
increases, i.e. as the compactness decreases.
Fifth, we find that the Newtonian-limit relations of [26]
are quite good at approximating the full GR relations,
even for NSs with moderately large compactness. The
vertical line in the top panel of Fig. 1 shows the value of
M¯2 at which the Newtonian expression differs from the
full GR one by 10%. This occurs at M¯2 = 3.5, which cor-
responds to a compactness of approximately 0.2. When
considering the current octupole-mass quadrupole rela-
tion, the threshold value of M¯2 increases by an order of
magnitude. This suggests that the Newtonian-limit of
the universal relations become better approximations to
the full GR relations as one considers relations between
quadrupole and higher-` multipole moments.
Sixth, we confirm that the NS quadrupole and octupole
moments scale with the spin-squared and the spin-cubed,
respectively, and the coefficients roughly depend only on
the mass and EoS [41]. We find that such a property
is preserved also for QSs. We also find that the NS and
QS hexadecapole moment scales with the fourth power of
spin, and again, the coefficient only depends on the star’s
mass and EoS, extending the results found in [41]. Due
to the universality mentioned in the paragraphs above,
these coefficients are intimately related with each other.
Such scaling is similar to that found for Kerr BHs, and
may help as a guide to construct an exact analytic so-
lution with a small number of parameters, by using one
of the generating techniques to describe a NS and QS
exterior spacetime. For example, the two-soliton solu-
tion of [79] was proposed as a possible candidate to de-
scribe the exterior spacetime of relativistic stars analyt-
ically [16]. However, such a solution has a hexadecapole
moment whose spin dependence starts at quadratic order
and not at quartic order. The scaling results suggest that
a better analytic solutions would be one that respects the
scaling of multipole moments described above.
Seventh, we study the implications of our results to
future X-ray observations of NSs, including NICER and
LOFT. Reference [31] showed that the quadrupole mo-
ment affects the atomic line profiles significantly. Psaltis
et al. [18] found that the quadrupole moment and the
stellar eccentricity contribute to the X-ray pulse profiles
by 1–5% and 10–30% respectively, for pulsars with mass
∼ 1.8M and a spin frequency of 600Hz. Since the goal
of NICER and LOFT is to measure the mass and radius
independently within 5% accuracy, both quantities must
be included when analyzing pulse profiles. Reference [18],
however, carried out this analysis in the slow-rotation ap-
proximation, neglecting cubic and higher order terms in
the spin. Our construction of NS and QS solutions to
quartic order in spin allows us to estimate the system-
atic errors in the analysis of [18] due to the quadratic
order in spin truncation.
Quartic order in spin terms should lead to order χ2
correction to quadratic order in spin effects. The fastest
spinning pulsar [42] discovered could have χ ∼ 0.53,
which means that quartic in spin terms could lead to cor-
rections of ∼ 30% on quadratic in spin effects. Given that
the leading-order-in-spin contribution of the quadrupole
moment affects the X-ray pulse profiles by 1–5%, the spin
correction to the quadrupole moment can be neglected in
future X-ray observations; one expects similar results to
hold for the effect of the hexadecapole moment on the
pulse profile. The quartic in spin corrections to the stel-
lar eccentricity, however, can lead to modifications on the
pulse profile of ∼ 6% for rapidly rotating pulsars. Such
spin corrections as a function of the stellar compactness
4are EoS-insensitive if one restricts the star to be a NS
and not a QS, with stellar compactness larger than 0.15.
We also found that although the (leading-order in spin)
eccentricity-compactness relation is approximately EoS
independent within ∼ 1% for NSs, as found in [17] and
used in [18], this independence breaks for QSs. For the
latter, different QS EoSs lead to a variability of order
10%. Such relatively large variability originates from the
relation between the moment of inertia and the compact-
ness. This means that if one wants to use the eccentricity-
compactness or the moment-of-inertia-compactness rela-
tion to achieve 5% accuracy in the measurement of the
mass and radius, one needs to assume that the pulsar is
a NS. The new universal relations found in this paper
should allow us to reduce the number of parameters in
X-ray observations, breaking degeneracies and improving
parameter estimation.
B. Organization and Convention
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II,
we explain how to construct perturbative NS and QS
solutions to quartic order in spin in the slow-rotation ap-
proximation, extending the results of [37, 39]. We present
the perturbed Einstein equations, the asymptotic behav-
ior of the solution near the stellar center, the exterior
solutions, and the matching conditions at the stellar sur-
face and explain how to extract multipole moments. In
Sec. III, we explain how to construct rapidly-rotating NS
and QS solutions using the LORENE and RNS codes.
In Sec. IV, we present our numerical results. We show
the universal relations among the multipole moments and
compare them with the Newtonian relations. In Sec. V,
we explain how our work may help to estimate the pulse
profile of X-ray observations. We conclude in Sec. VI and
point to future work.
Henceforth, we use geometric units with c = 1 = G.
The O(N) symbol will represent a term of order N or
a term that is ∼ N in magnitude. Given the length of
the paper, we find it convent to summarize the following
conventions here. We use the following masses:
• M0 is the Geroch-Hansen mass monopole mo-
ment [8, 9].
• M∗ is the stellar mass for a non-rotating star, which
agrees with the Geroch-Hansen mass monopole mo-
ment in the slow-rotation limit.
• MKomar is the Komar mass, which agrees with M0.
We use the following radial quantities:
• Req is the gauge-invariant circumferential stellar ra-
dius at the equator.
• Rpol is the gauge-invariant circumferential stellar
radius at the poles.
• R∗ is the stellar radius for a non-rotating star.
• req is the coordinate equatorial radius in quasi-
isotropic coordinates [Eq. (55)] (not to be con-
fused with that in the Hartle-Thorne coordinates
[Eq. (1)]).
We use the following spin-related quantities:
• f is the stellar (linear) spin frequency.
• Ω is the stellar (angular) spin velocity, which is
related to the linear spin frequency by Ω = 2pif .
• S1 is the Geroch-Hansen current dipole moment [8,
9].
• J is the magnitude of the spin angular momentum
to leading order in spin frequency.
• JKomar is the Komar angular momentum, which
agrees with S1.
• j is the dimensionless spin parameter, defined by
j = J/M2∗ and valid to leading order in spin fre-
quency.
• χ is the dimensionless spin parameter, defined by
χ = S1/M
2
0 and valid to all orders in spin frequency.
II. SLOWLY-ROTATING STARS
In this section, we construct slowly-rotating stars for
a fixed value of the central energy density to quartic or-
der in spin, i.e. to O(J4/M8∗ ), where J is the magnitude
of the star’s spin angular momentum to leading order in
spin frequency and M∗ is its mass in the non-rotating
limit. Slowly-rotating stars to quadratic order in spin
have been constructed in [37], and extended to third or-
der in [39]. We here focus on the equations relevant to
quartic order only, whose solutions allow us to calculate
the star’s multipole moments to quadratic order.
A. Metric Ansatz, Stress Energy Tensor and
Differential Equations of Structure
Following and extending [37, 39], we impose the fol-
lowing metric ansatz:
5ds2 = −eν(r) [1 + 22h2(r, θ) + 24h4(r, θ)] dt2 + eλ(r) [1 + 22m2(r, θ) + 24m4(r, θ)
r − 2M(r)
]
dr2
+ r2
[
1 + 22k2(r, θ) + 2
4k4(r, θ)
] (
dθ2 + sin2 θ
{
dφ−  [Ω− ω1(r, θ) + 2ω3(r, θ)] dt}2)+O(5) , (1)
where Ω is the spin angular velocity of the star,  is
a book-keeping parameter that counts powers of j =
J/M2∗ , and we define M(r) via
e−λ(r) ≡ 1− 2M(r)
r
. (2)
We further decompose the metric perturbations in terms
of Legendre polynomials as
ω1(r, θ) = ω11(r)P
′
1(cos θ) , (3)
h2(r, θ) = h20(r) + h22(r)P2(cos θ) , (4)
m2(r, θ) = m20(r) +m22(r)P2(cos θ) , (5)
k2(r, θ) = k22(r)P2(cos θ) , (6)
ω3(r, θ) = ω31(r)P
′
1(cos θ) + ω33(r)P
′
3(cos θ) , (7)
h4(r, θ) = h40(r) + h42(r)P2(cos θ) + h44(r)P4(cos θ) ,
(8)
m4(r, θ) = m40(r) +m42(r)P2(cos θ) +m44(r)P4(cos θ) ,
(9)
k4(r, θ) = k42(r)P2(cos θ) + k44(r)P4(cos θ) , (10)
with P ′`(cos θ) = dP`(cos θ)/d cos θ. The function k`(r, θ)
does not have an ` = 0 mode since this can be eliminated
by performing a radial coordinate transformation.
As pointed out in [37], one needs to be careful when
considering perturbation near the surface. We perform
a coordinate transformation such that the stellar density
ρ[r(R, θ), θ] evaluated at the new radial coordinate R is
the same as ρ(0)(r) in the static configuration:
ρ[r(R, θ), θ] = ρ(R) = ρ(0)(R) . (11)
By construction, the stellar density and pressure only
contain the static part (i.e. no spin perturbation). The
old and new radial coordinates are related by
r(R, θ) = R+ 2ξ2(R, θ) + 
4ξ4(R, θ) +O(6) , (12)
where we will decompose the gauge functions through
Legendre polynomials:
ξ2(R, θ) = ξ20(R) + ξ22(R)P2(cos θ) , (13)
ξ4(R, θ) = ξ40(R) + ξ42(R)P2(cos θ) + ξ44(R)P4(cos θ) .
(14)
Note that ξ`(R) is well-defined only inside a star and we
let them take a constant value outside.
The matter stress-energy tensor will be chosen to be
that of a perfect fluid with energy density ρ and pressure
p:
Tµν = (ρ+ p)uµuν + pgµν , (15)
where uµ is the fluid 4-velocity. For a stationary and
axisymmetric star, the latter is simply
uµ =
(
u0, 0, 0,Ωu0
)
, (16)
with u0 determined by the normalization condition
uµu
µ = −1.
Inserting Eqs. (1) and (15) into the Einstein equations
and expanding to quartic order in spin, one obtains dif-
ferential equations for the NS structure functions. At
O(4), one finds the constraints
ξ4i = −R(R− 2M)
M + 4piR3p
h4i + Sξ4i , (17)
m4i = −(R− 2M)h4i + Sm4i , (18)
where i equals 2 or 4 and Sξ4i and Sm4i are source
terms that depend only on quantities of O(3) (see Ap-
pendix A). To O(4), one finds the differential equations
dh42
dR
=
2 +Rν′
Rν′
dv42
dR
− 2
R (R− 2M) ν′h42
− 4
R (R− 2M) ν′ v42 −
2Rν′ + 2
R2 (R− 2M) ν′m42
+
1
R3 (R− 2M) ν′
[
R2 (R− 2M) ν′′
+ (4M −R−M ′R)Rν′ − 2M ′R+ 6M ] ξ42 + Sh42 ,
(19)
dv42
dR
=
−8pi R3p− 2M
R (R− 2M) h42 + Sv42 , (20)
dh44
dR
=
h44
(M + 4piR3p)R(R− 2M)
× [2M2 − 2R(1 + 12piR2p+ 4piR2ρ)M
−4piR4(8piR2p2 − p− ρ)]− 9v44
M + 4piR3p
+ Sh44 ,
(21)
dv44
dR
= −8piR
3p+ 2M
R(R− 2M) h44 + Sv44 , (22)
where v4i ≡ h4i + k4i and Sh4i and Sv4i are also source
functions (see Appendix A). Since the star’s multipole
moments will be calculated to quadratic order in spin,
we do not need to solve the ` = 0 mode equations at
O(4), except for their exterior solution, which we do
need as we will explain in Sec. II D.
6B. Boundary Conditions
In order to solve the differential equations presented in
the previous subsection, we need to prescribe boundary
conditions. One set can be obtained by finding the solu-
tion asymptotically about the stellar center. The other
set can be derived from the exterior solution to the dif-
ferential equations.
1. Asymptotic Behavior near the Stellar Center
The asymptotic behavior about the stellar center at
O(4) of the ` = 4 mode of the structure functions is
h44(R) = C
int
44 R
4 +O(R6/M6∗ ) , (23)
v44(R) =
24
35
(C int22 )
2R4 +O(R6/M6∗ ) , (24)
m44(R) =
R5
105pc + 35ρc
[−105pcC int44 + 72pc(C int22 )2
+132ρc(C
int
22 )
2 + 36ρcω
2
11,cC
int
22 e
−νc − 35ρcC int44
]
+O(R7/M7∗ ) , (25)
ξ44(R) =
162ω211,cC
int
22 e
−νc + 27ω411,ce
−2νc + 243(C int22 )
2
560pi2(3pc + ρc)2
R
+O(R3/M3∗ ) , (26)
where pc = p(R = 0), ρc = ρ(R = 0), νc = ν(R = 0),
and ω11,c = ω11(R = 0). The constant C
int
44 is to be
determined by matching interior and exterior solutions
at the stellar surface. The constant C int22 first appears via
h22(R) = C
int
22 R
2 +O(R4/M4∗ ) and is determined by the
matching of interior and exterior solutions for the ` = 2
mode functions at O(2).
The asymptotic behavior about the stellar center at
O(4) of the ` = 2 mode of the structure functions is
h42(R) = C
int
42 R
2 +O(R4/M4∗ ) , (27)
v42(R) = 2C
int
22 h20,cR
2 +O(R4/M4∗ ) , (28)
m42(R) = (2C
int
22 h20,c − C int42 )R3 +O(R5/M5∗ ) , (29)
ξ42(R) =
1
112(3pc + ρc)2pi2
{
ω11,c e
−νc[
56(h20,cω11,c + ω31,c) (3pc + ρc)pi − 45C int22 ω11,c
]
−18ω411,ce−2νc + 84
(
2C int22 h20,c − C int42
)
(3pc + ρc)pi
+27(C int22 )
2
}
R+O(R3/M3∗ ) , (30)
where h20,c = h20(R = 0) and ω31,c = ω31(R = 0). The
constant C int42 is again determined through matching.
2. Exterior Solution
One could derive the asymptotic behavior of the solu-
tion to the structure equations near spatial infinity, but
in fact, one can find exact solutions in the exterior. The
exterior solutions for ν, M , ω11, h20, h22, k22, ω31 and
ω33 were first obtained in [37, 39] (see Appendix B). The
exterior solution for h40, h4i and v4i, with i = 2, 4, are
hext40 (R) = h
ext,P
40 + C
ext
40 h
ext,H
40 , (31)
hext4i (R) = h
ext,P
4i + C
ext
4i h
ext,H
4i , (32)
vext4i (R) = v
ext,P
4i + C
ext
4i v
ext,H
4i , (33)
where Cext40 and C
ext
4i are integration constants. The ho-
mogeneous and particular solutions for h40 are given by
hext,H40 = −
M∗
R− 2M∗ , (34)
hext,P40 =
1
10M3∗R8(R− 2M∗)2
{24(Cext22 )2R6M7∗ − [40Cext31 JR5 − 48Cext22 R3J2 + 40(Cext22 )2R7]M6∗
−[16Cext22 R4J2 + 40(Cext22 )2R8 − 20Cext31 R6J − 24J4]M5∗ + [180(Cext22 )2R9 − 124Cext22 J2R5 + 24J4R]M4∗
−[6(Cext22 )2R10 + 176Cext22 R6J2 + 24J4R2]M3∗ − [72(Cext22 )2R11 +R3J4 − 382Cext22 R7J2]M2∗
−2R4[96Cext22 R4J2 − J4 − 9(Cext22 )2R8]M∗ + 30Cext22 R9J2}
+
3Cext22
10R4(R− 2M∗)M4∗
(6Cext22 M∗R
8 − 18Cext22 M2∗R7 − 16Cext22 M3∗R6 + 56Cext22 M4∗R5 + 5R5J2 − 12Cext22 M5∗R4
−27J2M∗R4 − 8Cext22 M6∗R3 + 40J2M2∗R3 − 4M3∗R2J2 − 12M4∗RJ2 − 8M5∗J2) ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)
+
9(Cext22 )
2R(R+ 2M∗)(R− 2M∗)2
20M4∗
[
ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)]2
, (35)
where recall that M∗ is the stellar mass and J is the spin
angular momentum in the slow-rotation limit, as we will
see in Sec. II D. Cext22 and C
ext
31 are integration constants
that enter the exterior solutions at ` = 2, O(2) and ` =
71, O(3) respectively. The particular and homogeneous
solutions for h42, v42, h44 and v44 are rather lengthy, and
we thus present them in Appendix C.
C. Numerical Algorithm
The differential equations at O(4) will be numerically
solved as follows. First, we choose an arbitrary trial value
for C int4i and solve both homogeneous and inhomogeneous
differential equations at O(4) using a 4th-order Runge-
Kutta method. This solution leads to trial homogeneous
solutions (hint,H4i (R), v
int,H
4i (R)) and trial particular solu-
tions (hint,P4i (R), v
int,P
4i (R)) in the interior region. The
interior solutions for h4i(R) and v4i(R) with the correct
boundary conditions are given by
hint4i (R) = h
int,P
4i (R) + C
int
4i
′hint,H4i (R) , (36)
vint4i (R) = v
int,P
4i (R) + C
int
4i
′vint,H4i (R) , (37)
where C int4i
′ are constants that are to be determined by
matching hint4i (R) and v
int
4i (R) with h
ext
4i (R) and v
ext
4i (R)
at the stellar surface R = R∗.
The matching procedure described above must be car-
ried out with care when the stellar density profile is
discontinuous at the stellar surface, for example when
considering a constant density NS or a QS [43, 44].
This is because the differential equations for h4i and v4i
[Eqs. (19)–(22)] contain terms proportional to dρ/dR in
the source terms. Let us peel the discontinuous density
derivatives and denote these terms as F ρ
′,h4i
4i (R) (dρ/dR)
and F ρ
′,v4i
4i (R) (dρ/dR). When the energy density is dis-
continuous at the surface, (dρ/dR) = −ρ−(R)δ(R−R∗),
where ρ−(R∗) is the finite part of the interior energy
density at the surface. Then, to find the matching con-
ditions, we analytically integrate dh4i/dR and dv4i/dR
from R∗ − R to R∗ + R for R/R∗  1 and constant,
and then take the R → 0 limit:
hint4i (R∗)− ρ−(R∗)F ρ
′,h4i
4i (R∗) = h
ext
4i (R∗) , (38)
vint4i (R∗)− ρ−(R∗)F ρ
′,v4i
4i (R∗) = v
ext
4i (R∗) . (39)
These conditions are also valid for ordinary stars in which
the energy density is analytic at the stellar surface, and
thus, ρ−(R∗) = 0.
From these two matching conditions, one can solve for
the constants Cext4i and C
int
4i
′. The former is given by
Cext4i =
1
hint,H4i (R∗)v
ext,H
4i (R∗)− vint,H4i (R∗)hext,H4i (R∗)
×
[
hint,H4i (R∗)v˜
int,P
4i (R∗) + v
int,H
4i (R∗)h
ext,P
4i (R∗)
−hint,H4i (R∗)vext,P4i (R∗)− vint,H4i (R∗)h˜int,P4i (R∗)
]
,
(40)
with
h˜int,P4i (R∗) = h
int,P
4i (R∗)− ρ−(R∗)F ρ
′,h4i
4i (R∗) , (41)
v˜int,P4i (R∗) = v
int,P
4i (R∗)− ρ−(R∗)F ρ
′,v4i
4i (R∗) . (42)
We do not present the expression for C int4i
′ because, as we
will see, it will not be needed to compute the multipole
moments in the next section. However, we did use C int4i
′
to check the numerical matching at the surface for h4i(R),
v4i(R) and m4i(R).
D. Extracting Multipole Moments
Multipole moments are the coefficients in a multipole
expansion of a given field. Such expansions are common
when studying electromagnetic or gravitational fields far
from the source. In electromagnetism, for example, the
potential V for a source confined to a small region near
the origin can be expanded as
V (R, θ, φ) =
∑
`,m
V`m
R`+1
Y `m(θ, φ) , (43)
where Y `m are scalar spherical harmonics and V`m are
the constant multipole moments. Clearly then, the mul-
tipole moments are the angle-independent coefficients of
the 1/R`+1 term in a series expansion. The ` = 0 term
(the monopole) corresponds to the electric charge (or the
mass in the gravitational case).
In GR, there are two types of multipole moments
that must be distinguished: the mass-moments and the
current-moments. The former are the gravitational ana-
log to the V`m coefficients of the expansion of the poten-
tial in electromagnetism. The latter are the gravitational
analog to the coefficients in the expansion of the vector
potential in electromagnetism.
In order to extract the multipole moments of a slowly-
rotating NS to quartic order in spin, we must understand
how these depend on the integration constants in the
exterior solution (M∗, J , Cext20 , C
ext
22 , C
ext
31 , C
ext
33 , C
ext
40 ,
Cext42 , C
ext
44 ). We will here concentrate on the so-called
Geroch-Hansen (GH) multipole moments [8, 9], which
can be thought of as GR generalizations of the multi-
pole moments in electrodynamics. The mapping between
GH moments and the integration constants can be found
through Ryan’s method [14], which we now explain.
Let us first consider a test-particle in an equatorial, cir-
cular orbit around a stationary and axisymmetric space-
time, such as that of a slowly-rotating star. The orbital
frequency Ωorb is given by
Ωorb =
−gtφ,R +
√
(gtφ,R)2 − gtt,Rgφφ,R
gφφ,R
, (44)
where commas in index lists stand for partial derivatives.
This expression for Ωorb can be derived by studying the
conserved quantity (the orbital angular momentum) as-
sociated with the Killing vector related to axisymmetry.
For the spacetime prescribed in Eq. (1), and using the
exterior solution derived in the previous subsection, the
above equation can be inverted to obtain
8√
M0
R
=
m1/6
72
[
72− 12Cext20 2 +
(
7Cext20
2 − 12Cext40
)
4
]
v +

18m5/6
[
6 j − (7 j Cext20 − 6Cext31 ) 2
]
v4
− 
2
120m7/6
[
48Cext22 + 30 j
2 − (88Cext22 Cext20 − 30Cext42 + 55 j2Cext20 ) 2
]
v5
− 7
2
9m11/6
[
1
28
j2 +
6
7
Cext22 −
(
Cext22 C
ext
20 −
15
28
Cext42 + C
ext
31 j −
11
24
j2Cext20
)
2
]
v7
− 
3
60m13/6
(
30Cext33 + 88 j C
ext
22 + 55 j
3
)
v8
+
52
7m5/2
{
7
10
j2 − 2Cext22 +
[
101
480
j4 +
(
−295
84
Cext22 −
23
10
Cext20
)
j2 +
(
39
10
Cext31 +
1
4
Cext33
)
j − 7
16
Cext44
−1377
350
(Cext22 )
2 − 5
4
Cext42 + C
ext
22 C
ext
20
]
2
}
v9 − 
3
324m17/6
(
673 j3 + 1368 j Cext22 + 540C
ext
33
)
v10
− 8
2
15m19/6
{
6Cext22 +
[
367
96
j4 +
(
18805
672
Cext22 +
15
4
Cext20
)
j2 +
(
−15
2
Cext31 +
65
32
Cext33
)
j +
12589
560
(Cext22 )
2
+
15
4
Cext42 +
315
128
Cext44 + C
ext
22 C
ext
20
]
2
}
v11 +O (5, v12) , (45)
where we have defined the orbital velocity v =
(M0Ωorb)
1/3, with M0 the GH mass moment, m ≡
M0/M∗ and j = J/M2∗ related to the current dipole mo-
ment.
Let us now calculate the energy per unit mass of a
particle in such an orbit, i.e. the conserved quantity as-
sociated with the Killing vector related to stationarity:
E = − gtt + gtφΩorb√−gtt − 2gtφΩorb − gφφΩ2orb . (46)
As before, using the spacetime in Eq. (1), the exterior so-
lution derived in the previous subsection, and Eq. (45),
one can re-express the energy change per logarithmic in-
terval of the orbital frequency, a gauge invariant quantity,
in terms of v as
∆E ≡ − dE
d ln Ωorb
=
1
27m2/3
[
9 + 6Cext20 
2 +
(
6Cext40 − Cext20 2
)
4
]
v2 − 1
18m4/3
[
9 + 12Cext20 
2 + 2
(
6Cext40 + C
ext
20
2
)
4
]
v4
+
20
27m5/3
[
3 j +
(
3Cext31 − j Cext20
)
2
]
v5
+
1
40m2
{−135 + (−64Cext22 − 270Cext20 − 40 j2) 2 + [−135 (Cext20 )2 + (64Cext22 + 40 j2)Cext20 − 270Cext40 − 40Cext42 ] 4} v6
+
28
9m7/3
[
3 j +
(
3Cext31 + j C
ext
20
]
2
)
v7
− 125
4m8/3
{
9
20
+
(
448
1125
Cext22 +
6
5
Cext20 +
104
675
j2
)
2 +
[
(Cext20 )
2 +
(
− 448
3375
Cext22 +
88
2025
j2
)
Cext20 +
56
225
Cext42 +
6
5
Cext40
−128
675
Cext31 j
]
4
}
v8 +
81
2m3
{
j +
[
− 4
27
j3 +
(
Cext20 −
32
135
Cext22
)
j + Cext31 −
4
27
Cext33
]
2
}
v9
− 1
18m10/3
{
59535
64
+
(
99225
32
Cext20 + 1122C
ext
22 +
2345
4
j2
)
2 +
[
j4 +
(
3538
7
Cext22 +
3725
12
Cext20
)
j2
+
(−230Cext31 − 30Cext33 ) j + 374Cext22 Cext20 + 23152564 (Cext20 )2 + 1052 Cext40 + 1887635 (Cext22 )2 + 9922532 Cext40
+
2805
4
Cext42
]
4
}
v10 +
275
m11/3
{
3
5
j +
[
− 664
6075
j3 +
(
− 704
3375
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
j +
3
5
Cext31 −
32
225
Cext33
]
2
}
v11
+
1
313600m4
{−56260575 + (−81957120Cext22 − 225042300Cext20 − 53978400 j2) 2
+
[−8144640 j4 + (−88270080Cext22 − 51223200Cext20 ) j2 + (−3091200Cext33 − 5510400Cext31 ) j
−225042300Cext40 − 80936448 (Cext22 )2 − 7761600Cext44 − 51223200Cext42 − 337563450 (Cext20 )2 − 81957120Cext22 Cext20
]
4
}
v12
9+O (5, v13) . (47)
The energy change per logarithmic interval of the orbital frequency can also be computed assuming a spacetime
expanded in multipole moments [14]
∆E =
1
3
v2 − 1
2
v4 +
20
9
S1
M20
v5 −
(
27
8
− M2
M30
)
v6 +
28
3
S1
M20
v7 −
(
225
16
− 80
27
S21
M40
− 70
9
M2
M30
)
v8
+
(
81
2
S1
M20
+ 6
S1M2
M50
− 6 S3
M40
)
v9 −
(
6615
128
− 115
18
S21
M40
− 935
24
M2
M30
− 35
12
M22
M60
+
35
12
M4
M50
)
v10
+
(
165
S1
M20
+
1408
243
S31
M60
+
968
27
S1M2
M50
− 352
9
S3
M40
)
v11
−
(
45927
256
+
123
14
S21
M40
− 9147
56
M2
M30
− 93
4
M22
M60
− 24S
2
1M2
M70
+ 24
S1S3
M60
+
99
4
M4
M50
)
v12 +O (v13) , (48)
where M0, S1 M2, S3, M4 are the GH mass monopole,
current dipole, mass quadrupole, current octupole, and
mass hexadecapole moments.
Comparing Eqs. (47) and (48) term by term, i.e. equat-
ing coefficients of terms proportional to v2, v5, v6, v9 and
v10, one can derive expressions for the GH multipole mo-
ments in terms of integration constants:
M0 = M∗
(
1 + 2Cext20 + 
4Cext40
)
+O(6) , (49)
S1 = M
2
∗
(
j + 2Cext31
)
+O(5) , (50)
M2 = −2M3∗
(
j2 +
8
5
Cext22 + 
2Cext42
)
+O(6) , (51)
S3 = 
3M4∗C
ext
33 +O(5) , (52)
M4 =
4M5∗
735
[
9432(Cext22 )
2 + 9428j2Cext22 + 749j
4
+735Cext44 − 420jCext33
]
+O(6) . (53)
M4 can be rewritten in terms of previous multipole mo-
ments as
M4 =
4M50
5880
(29475q2 + 11810χ2q − 11673χ4
+ 5880Cext44 − 3360χs3) +O(6) , (54)
where χ ≡ S1/M20 , q ≡ M2/M30 and s3 ≡ S3/M40 . We
have checked that the coefficients of terms proportional
to v4, v7, v8, v11 and v12 in Eqs. (47) and (48) are consis-
tent with those in Eqs. (49)–(53), given the expressions
for the multipole moments found above. This serves as an
important consistency check of our calculations. Equa-
tions (49)–(51) agree with [37], while Eqs. (52)–(54) are
new results. Once the multipole moments have been
found, the moment of inertia I is defined via I ≡ S1/Ω.
Notice that I is non-vanishing for a non-rotating config-
uration, while all the multipole moments except for the
mass monopole vanish for such configuration.
III. RAPIDLY-ROTATING STARS
The line element of a stationary, axisymmetric, and
circular spacetime is given in quasi-isotropic coordinates
as
ds2 = −e2ν˜dt2 + e2(ζ−ν˜)(dr2 + r2dθ2)
+ e−2ν˜B2r2 sin2 θ(dϕ− ωdt)2, (55)
without loss of generality (see reviews for [45–47]). Here,
ν˜ = ν˜(r, θ), ζ = ζ(r, θ), ω = ω(r, θ), and B = B(r, θ).
We consider uniformly rotating configurations of a per-
fect fluid, and thus the stress-energy tensor is given by
Eq. (15) with 4-velocity given in Eq. (16). The Ein-
stein equations and the conservation of stress-energy then
become differential equations for the gravitational fields
(ν˜, ζ, ω,B) and an algebraic equation for the specific en-
thalpy, which we will later solve numerically in the fully
nonlinear regime.
Global quantities are computed for each stellar equi-
librium model once the gravitational and hydrostation-
ary fields are solved. The mass and angular momentum
are computed by the Komar integral for compact sources
[48]:
MKomar = −
∫
V
(2Tµν − Tδµν)tνdSµ , (56)
JKomar =
∫
V
(
Tµν − 1
2
Tδµν
)
φνdSµ , (57)
where V is a constant time hypersurface and dSµ is the
associated volume element. The circumferential equato-
rial radius is given by Req = e
−ν˜Breq, where req is the
coordinate equatorial radius of the star in quasi-isotropic
coordinates defined by p = 0 at θ = pi/2.
The GH multipole moments in terms of the metric
functions in quasi-isotropic coordinates are given by
M0 = MKomar, (58)
S1 = JKomar ≡ χM20 , (59)
M2 = −1 + 4b0 + 3q2
3
M30 , (60)
10
S3 = −3(2χ+ 8χb0 − 5w2)
10
M40 , (61)
M4 =
(
19
105
− 6
35
χ2 +
32
21
b0 +
8
7
q2 +
16
5
b20
+
24
7
b0q2 − q4 − 64
35
b2
)
M50 , (62)
extending the results of [41] (see also [47]). The constants
(b0, b2, q2, q4, w2) in this expression are defined by the ex-
pansion of the metric components at spatial infinity [49]:
ν˜ =− M0
r
+
b0
3
(
M0
r
)3
+ χ2
(
M0
r
)4
− 3b
2
0 − b2 + 36χ2
15
(
M0
r
)5
+
4(12− 7b0)χ2
15
(
M0
r
)6
+
[
q2
(
M0
r
)3
− 2χ2
(
M0
r
)4
− 9b0q2 − 16b2 − 72χ
2
21
(
M0
r
)5
+
(45w2 + 56χb0 − 84χ)χ
21
(
M0
r
)6]
P2(µ)
+
[
q4
(
M0
r
)5
− 36χw2
7
(
M0
r
)6]
P4(µ) +O
[(
M0
r
)7]
, (63)
Mω =
[
2χ
(
M0
r
)3
− 6χ
(
M0
r
)4
+
6(8− 3b0)
5
(
M0
r
)5
− 4(40− 50b0 + 3q2)
15
(
M0
r
)6
+
2{160− 10b0(44− 9b0) + 9b2 + 84χ2 + 48q2}
35
(
M0
r
)7
− 4χ(56− 280b0 + 189b
2
0 + 18b2 + 228χ
2 + 42q2 − 18b0q2)− 45q2w2
35
(
M0
r
)8]
dP1(µ)
dµ
+
[
w2
(
M0
r
)5
+
18q2χ− 25w2
10
(
M0
r
)6
− 4χ(8b2 + 8χ
2 + 21q2)− 25(2− b0)w2
15
(
M0
r
)7
+
2χ(1216b2 + 1552χ
2 + 1428q2 − 621b0q2 − 70q4) + 35(−28 + 47b0 + 6q2)w2
315
(
M0
r
)8]
dP3(µ)
dµ
+
[
w4
(
M0
r
)7
+
70χq4 + 66q2w2 − 147w4
63
(
M0
r
)8]
dP5(µ)
dµ
+O
[(
M0
r
)9]
. (64)
B = 1 +
√
pi
2
∑
`
b2`
(
M0
r
)2(`+1)
T
1/2
2` (µ), (65)
where T
1/2
` (µ) are Gegenbauer polynomials and we recall
that P`(µ) are Legendre polynomials, with µ ≡ cos θ.
A. Numerical Methods
Equilibrium configurations of rotating stars are com-
puted using two public numerical codes to double-check
results. One is LORENE/rotstar [34, 35], and the other
is RNS [36]. The consistency of these two codes has been
extensively studied in [50]. We here compare these codes
by studying multipole moments for the first time. Here-
after, we briefly summarize the computational methods
used in each code.
1. LORENE/rotstar
In LORENE/rotstar, an equilibrium configuration is
computed once the central specific enthalpy [h ≡ (ρ +
p)/ρ0, where ρ0 is the baryon rest-mass density] and
the angular velocity are given, along with an EoS.
Four elliptic-type equations are solved with multi-domain
spectral methods to obtain the four metric functions
ν˜ and ζ, as well as the combination B(r)r sin θ, and
ω(r)r sin θ.
The four main equations can be obtained from the Ein-
stein equations [46]; they are
∆3ν˜ = σν˜ , (66)
∆˜3(ωr sin θ) = σω, (67)
∆2(Br sin θ) = σB , (68)
∆2ζ = σζ , (69)
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where we have defined the differential operators
∆3 ≡ ∂
2
∂r2
+
2
r
∂
∂r
+
1
r2
∂2
∂θ2
+
cos θ
r2 sin θ
∂
∂θ
, (70)
∆˜3 ≡ ∆3 − 1
r2 sin2 θ
, (71)
∆2 ≡ ∂
2
∂r2
+
1
r
∂
∂r
+
1
r2
∂2
∂θ2
, (72)
and the source functions are
σν˜ = 4pie
2(ζ−ν˜)
{[
2e2ν˜
(
u0
)2 − 1] (ρ+ p) + 2p}
+
1
2
e−4ν˜B2r2 sin2 θ∂ω∂ω − ∂ν˜∂(lnB), (73)
σω = −16pie2ζ
(
u0
)2
(ρ+ p)(Ω− ω)r sin θ
+ r sin θ∂ω∂(4ν˜ − 3 lnB), (74)
σB = 16pie
2(ζ−ν˜)Bpr sin θ, (75)
σζ = 8pie
2(ζ−ν˜)
{[
e2ν˜
(
u0
)2 − 1] (ρ+ p) + p}
+
3
4
e−4ν˜B2r2 sin2 θ∂ω∂ω − ∂ν˜∂ν˜, (76)
where
∂f∂g ≡ ∂f
∂r
∂g
∂r
+
1
r2
∂f
∂θ
∂g
∂θ
. (77)
Boundary conditions are chosen such that the metric re-
mains asymptotically flat.
The only nontrivial hydrostationary equation is the rel-
ativistic Euler equation, which can be obtained from the
spatial sector of the local energy-momentum conserva-
tion equation. Stationarity and axisymmetry allows us
to rewrite this equation in first-integral form:
h
u0
= const. (78)
where recall u0 is a function of the metric through
the normalization of the fluid’s 4-velocity. This equa-
tion gives the specific enthalpy field, given its central
value. The gravitational and hydrostationary equations
are solved iteratively, until a convergent solution is ob-
tained.
The metric coefficients q2`, w2`, and b2` are computed
through certain integrals. Following [49, 51], these coef-
ficients are obtained from
q2` = − 1
4piM2`+10
∫
V
σν˜P2`r
2`+2drdµdφ, (79)
w2` = − 1
8pi(`+ 1)(2`+ 1)M2`+20
×
∫
V
σω
dP2`+1
dµ
r2`+3 sin θdrdµdφ, (80)
b2` = − 1
4pi(2`+ 1)M2`+20
√
2
pi
∫
V
σBr
2`+2T
1/2
2` drdµdφ.
(81)
The computational domain of LORENE/rotstar is
composed of three regions. The first region, the so-called
nucleus, is a spheroidal domain, whose surface is adapted
to the stellar surface. The second region is a shell region
surrounding the nucleus. The inner boundary of this shell
is the same as the outer boundary of the nucleus, while
the outer boundary of the shell is a sphere with twice
the radius of the nucleus at the equator. The third re-
gion is a compactified external domain that extends from
the outer boundary of the shell to spatial infinity. The
compactified external domain allows us to impose exact
boundary conditions at spatial infinity.
The elliptic equations are solved in each computational
domain, and matching conditions are imposed so that
values of the metric functions and their derivatives agree
on both sides of each domain. In LORENE, functions
of r and θ are expanded in Chebyshev polynomials and
trigonometric functions, respectively, and the latter are
re-expanded in Legendre polynomials (or spherical har-
monics in general situations) when it is advantageous.
We usually use 49× 3 and 25 collocation points in the r
and θ directions, respectively, to compute all quantities
except for q4. We compute q4 with a smaller number of
collocation points, such as 33 × 3 and 17 in the r and
θ directions. This is because a large number of colloca-
tion points introduce substantial contamination, due to
the numerical noise associated with the high-order coef-
ficients of the spectral expansions. We carry out conver-
gence tests and present results only when all multipole
moments extracted (and in particular M4) are accurate
to ∼ 1%. Since the numerical error for higher multipo-
lar coefficients increases as the NS spin decreases, this
implies we cannot extract multipoles when χ . 0.1.
2. RNS
As in LORENE/rotstar, in RNS an equilibrium config-
uration is calculated once the rotation law and the EoS
are specified, together with two more parameters. One of
them is the central energy density, while the other can be
any of the following: the angular velocity, the mass, the
rest mass, the angular momentum, or the ratio of the po-
lar coordinate radius to the equatorial coordinate radius
in quasi-isotropic coordinates. In our case, we choose to
construct uniformly rotating models by varying the cen-
tral density and the ratio of the polar to the equatorial
coordinate radius.
In RNS, we solve for the metric functions (ρ˜, ω, γ, α),
which are related to the metric functions of the line el-
ement in quasi-isotropic coordinates via ν˜ = (γ + ρ˜)/2,
B = eγ , and ζ − ν˜ = α. Three of the four gravitational
field equations are solved through a Green’s function ap-
proach, as developed in [52], with the modifications intro-
duced in [53], so that the infinite radial domain is com-
pactified. The fourth gravitational equation reduces to a
first order differential equation and is integrated straight-
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forwardly. The first three metric functions are given by the integrals,
ρ˜(s, µ) =− e−γ/2
∞∑
n=0
P2n(µ)
[(
1− s
s
)2n+1 ∫ s
0
ds′s′2n
(1− s′)2n+2
∫ 1
0
dµ′P2n(µ′)S˜ρ˜(s′, µ′)
+
(
s
1− s
)2n ∫ 1
s
ds′(1− s′)2n−1
s′2n+1
∫ 1
0
dµ′P2n(µ′)S˜ρ˜(s′, µ′)
]
, (82)
ω(s, µ) =− 1
req
e(2ρ˜−γ)/2
∞∑
n=1
1
2n(2n− 1)
dP2n−1(µ)
dµ
[(
1− s
s
)2n+1 ∫ s
0
ds′s′2n
(1− s′)2n+2
∫ 1
0
dµ′(1− µ′2)dP2n−1(µ
′)
dµ′
S˜ωˆ(s
′, µ′)
+
(
s
1− s
)2n−2 ∫ 1
s
ds′(1− s′)2n−3
s′2n−1
∫ 1
0
dµ′(1− µ′2)dP2n−1(µ
′)
dµ′
S˜ωˆ(s
′, µ′)
]
, (83)
γ(s, µ) =− 2e
−γ/2
pi
∞∑
n=1
sin[(2n− 1)θ]
(2n− 1) sin θ
[(
1− s
s
)2n ∫ s
0
ds′s′2n−1
(1− s′)2n+1
∫ 1
0
dµ′ sin[(2n− 1)θ′]S˜γ(s′, µ′)
+
(
s
1− s
)2n−2 ∫ 1
s
ds′(1− s′)2n−3
s′2n−1
∫ 1
0
dµ′ sin[(2n− 1)θ′]S˜γ(s′, µ′)
]
, (84)
where recall that µ = cos θ and s is the radial do-
main parameter, defined through r = req
(
s
1−s
)
with
s ∈ [0, 1]. Note that r = 1/2 at the coordinate equato-
rial radius of the star in quasi-isotropic coordinates, req.
These integrals are defined in terms of source functions
S˜ρ˜(s, µ), S˜ωˆ(s, µ), S˜γ(s, µ), which depend on the energy
density, the pressure, the angular velocity and the met-
ric functions (see [53] and Appendix D). These integrals,
together with the integration of the metric function α
and the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium, are evalu-
ated iteratively until a convergent solution is obtained to
a given accuracy.
As in LORENE/rotstar, in RNS the multipole mo-
ments are evaluated through the following integrals:
M2`+10 q2` = −
r2`+1eq
2
∫ 1
0
ds′s′2`
(1− s′)2`+2
×
∫ 1
0
dµ′P2`(µ′)S˜ρ˜(s′, µ′), (85)
M2`0 w2`−2 =
r2`eq
4`
∫ 1
0
ds′s′2`
(1− s′)2`+2
×
∫ 1
0
dµ′(1− µ′2)dP2`−1(µ
′)
dµ′
S˜ωˆ(s
′, µ′),
(86)
M2`+20 b2` = −
16
√
2pir2`+4eq
2`+ 1
∫ 1/2
0
ds′s′2`+3
(1− s′)2`+5
×
∫ 1
0
dµ′
√
1− µ′2p(s′, µ′)eγ+2αT 1/22` (µ′),
(87)
where in the second integral ` ≥ 1, while in the other two
integrals ` ≥ 0, and the last integral is evaluated inside
the source only. Note that in the last integral the pressure
p has units of inverse length squared in geometric units,
so the equations are dimensionally correct.
The computational domain of RNS is a grid in (r, θ)
space, with extent r ∈ [0,∞] and θ ∈ [0, pi/2]. In prac-
tice, RNS uses the angular coordinate µ = cos θ ∈ [0, 1]
and the compactified radial coordinate s = rr+req ∈
[0, 1]. If one chooses the size of the angular domain
to be MDIV, then the angular variable takes the val-
ues, µ[k] = k−1MDIV−1 , where k ∈ [1,MDIV ]. Simi-
larly, if one chooses the size of the radial domain to be
SDIV, then the radial variable takes the values, s[i] =
0.9999 i−1SDIV−1 , where i ∈ [1, SDIV ]. In this paper, we
choose MDIV × SDIV = 301× 601.
The main difficulty of the numerical calculation comes
in the evaluation of the q4 coefficient for the models with
small angular velocity. The quantities q2` are expected
to be finite and become smaller as one considers models
with smaller angular velocity. Therefore, one expects the
result of the angular integration in Eq. (85) to have such
a radial dependence that, when multiplied by the appro-
priate power of r and integrated to infinity, to converge
to a finite result. That means that the integrand of the
radial integration should have the appropriate asymp-
totic behavior so as to be integrable. Moreover, because
of the asymptotic behavior of the metric potential one
expects the integral in the neighborhood of spatial infin-
ity to have a sub-leading contribution to the final result,
with the main contribution coming from smaller radii.
Unfortunately, numerical errors and the finite accuracy
of the computation introduce a contribution to the radial
integrand that results in singular behavior near s = 1
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (Left) I¯–C (top left), M¯2–C (top right), S¯3–C (bottom left) and M¯4–C (bottom right) relations for an
n = 0.5 polytropic EoS, where C is the stellar compactness. The black circles are calculated to leading-order in slow-rotation,
while the green plusses and red crosses are computed with the LORENE and RNS codes respectively for a sequence of spins
(increasing from top to bottom). Observe that the I¯–C relation is almost insensitive to spin, while the other three relations
depend clearly on spins. (Right) Fractional difference, as a function of dimensionless spin, of M¯4 computed with the LORENE
or RNS codes and in the slow-rotation approximation. Observe that the fractional difference scales as χ2 as expected. The
scattering is because (i) M¯4 depends on C for any given χ and (ii) M¯4 computed with the LORENE and RNS codes contains
spin corrections higher than O(χ2).
(r → ∞), as the multipole order increases. To avoid
this singularity, one can exclude some of the last points
from the integration, which have a negligible effect in the
final result due to the asymptotic behavior of the met-
ric functions. By varying the size of the grid used and
testing the consistency of the integration as a function of
the number of excluded points, we found that excluding
the last three points gives a relatively stable result when
computing q4. Errors in q4 are estimated to be of O(5%)
or less, for spin parameters χ & 0.2 (see Appendix E).
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We here present the multipole moments of NSs and
QSs computed with assuming a slow-rotation expansion
[Sec. II], the LORENE and RNS codes [Sec. III A]. We
work in dimensionless multipole moments defined by
M¯` = (−) `2 M`
M `+10 χ
`
, S¯` = (−)
`−1
2
S`
M `+10 χ
`
, (88)
where recall that χ ≡ S1/M20 . For M¯4, we use RNS data
only when χ > 0.3 and LORENE data when χ > 0.1,
since numerical errors are relatively large for smaller spin
values.
We consider various EoSs. For NSs, we use the
APR [54], AU [55], L [56], SLy [57], UU [55] and Shen [58,
59] EoSs. These have a maximum NS mass above 1.97M
for a non-rotating configuration, the lower bound of the
recently-found massive pulsar PSR J0348+0432 [60]. De-
tails of the first five EoSs are explained in [24]. We adopt
a neutrino-less and beta-equilibrium configuration for the
Shen EoS. Strange QS EoSs are based on the MIT bag
model [61]. Specifically, they are constructed according
to the linear interpolation developed in [62]. Values of
the bag constant, QCD coupling constant and strange
quark mass are adopted from the “SQM” family, pro-
vided in [63]. We also consider a polytropic EoS of the
form
p = Kρ
1+1/n
0 . (89)
Using the first law of thermodynamics, the energy density
ρ is related to the rest mass density ρ0 by ρ = ρ0 +
np. NSs can be approximately modeled with a polytropic
index in the range n = 0.5− 1 [63, 64].
A. Consistency of the LORENE, RNS and
Slow-Rotation Calculations
The left panel of Fig. 2 compares I¯(≡ I/M30 ), M¯2, S¯3
and M¯4 as a function of compactness (C ≡M0/Req) for
an n = 0.5 polytropic EoS, computed with the LORENE
code, the RNS code and in the slow-rotation approxima-
tion. We have checked that the slow-rotation numerical
calculations for M¯4 have a numerical error smaller than
O(10−5) for M¯2 < 20, O(10−3) for 20 < M¯2 < 40 and
O(10−2) for 40 < M¯2 < 50. As the Newtonian regime is
approached (as M¯2 is increased) it becomes increasingly
more difficult to construct NS and QS solutions with a
fully relativistic code. On the other hand, the LORENE
data has a numerical error smaller than ∼ 1%, while the
RNS data has an error smaller than ∼ 5% for slowly-
rotating stars, with the error decreasing for rapidly-
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rotating stars as explained in detail in Appendix E. Ob-
serve that all results are consistent with each other, in
spite of the stellar sequences being constructed by fixing
different quantities, and thus the moments being com-
puted at slightly different compactnesses. The vertical
scatter of LORENE and RNS results arises because the
dimensionless moments depend on χ when computed to
all orders in spin, but they are χ-independent to leading
order in the slow-rotation calculation. We thus expect
the LORENE and RNS results to disagree with the slow-
rotation calculation at O(χ2) in a χ  1 expansion, as
verified in the right panel of Fig. 2. Observe, however,
that the I¯–C relation is almost insensitive to spin, which
can be explained analytically in the Newtonian limit [see
discussion in Sec. IV E].
The right panel of Fig. 2 shows the fractional difference
between M¯4 computed with the LORENE or RNS codes,
and the slow-rotation result. As already explained, this
fractional difference should scale as O(χ2) to leading or-
der in a χ  1 expansion, a feature borne out by the
figure. Observe, however, that there is still scattering
in the fractional difference calculation about the χ2 line.
One reason for this is that M¯4 depends on C for any given
value of χ, and we have included all LORENE and RNS
results, irrespective of the star’s compactness. Another
reason is that the LORENE and RNS codes contain spin
corrections higher than O(χ2), since these codes com-
pute the moments to all orders in spin. Higher-order in
χ corrections become more important as χ increases.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (Top) Critical spin parameter χcr
against stellar compactness, below which the difference be-
tween the O(χ0) and O(χ2) parts of the stellar mass (red
cross), moment of inertia (green plus) and quadrupole mo-
ment (blue circle) with an APR EoS in the slow-rotation ap-
proximation is less than 1%. The black dashed line roughly
corresponds to χcr below which the difference between the
O(χ0) and O(χ4) parts is less than 1%, assuming that the lat-
ter is expressed as the leading order term times χ4. (Bottom)
Same as the top panel, except for the critical spin frequency
fcr.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (Top) I¯–M¯2 relation for an APR EoS
in the slow-rotation limit, including quadratic order spin cor-
rections and full-order spin corrections using LORENE for
various spin frequencies. (Bottom) Spin dependence of the
fractional difference. Observe the scaling of χ4 as expected.
The slow-rotation expansion to quartic order in spin
allows us to calculate the relative O(χ2) spin corrections
to the stellar mass, moment of inertia and quadrupole
moment. Let us use these results to roughly estimate
the value of χ or f at which such corrections become im-
portant. Figure 3 shows the critical spin parameter χcr
and the critical spin frequency fcr at which the relative
O(χ2) corrections become equal to 1% the leading-order
in χ result, as a function of stellar compactness. We here
choose an APR EoS and used the slow-rotation results
only. Observe that the O(χ2) corrections to the moment
of inertia and the quadrupole moment are important only
for spin frequencies larger than 100–450Hz. Such correc-
tions become important when χ ∼ 0.1−0.2, as expected.
This figure also shows a rough estimate of χcr and fcr at
which the relative O(χ4) corrections to the stellar mass,
moment of inertia and quadrupole moment become equal
to 1% the leading order result. Of course, we do not
formally know the O(χ4) corrections, since this would
require an O(χ6) analysis of NSs in the slow-rotation ap-
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (Top) I¯–M¯2 relations computed in the
slow-rotation approximation (includingO(χ2) corrections) for
various realistic NS and QS EoSs and with χ = 0.3 and 0.5.
Observe that the QS relation is almost the same as the NS
one. We also show the fit to the slow-rotation results (without
O(χ2) corrections) of [19, 20] and the fit to RNS data valid
for all spins of [24]. (Bottom) Fractional difference between
the data and the fits in [24].
proximation. We have thus assumed that such O(χ4)
corrections are simply χ4 times the leading order result.
Observe that the O(χ2) corrected results are valid up to
spin frequencies of 1000Hz for highly-relativistic stars.
Let us now look at the spin dependence of the I¯–M¯2
relation. The top panel of Fig. 4 shows this relation
computed both within the slow-rotation approximation
(the black line corresponds to a leading-order-in-χ cal-
culation, while the color lines correspond to a calcula-
tion valid to relative O(χ2)) and with the LORENE code
(color circle, squares and diamonds), using an APR EoS
and various spin frequencies. We have checked that the
LORENE results are consistent with the fit of [23]. Ob-
serve that the O(χ2) corrections to the I¯–M¯2 relation in
the slow-rotation approximation improve the agreement
with the LORENE result. With these corrections, the
slow-rotation results agree with the LORENE ones to
better than 1% for all stars with masses M∗ > 1M and
spin frequency smaller than 500 Hz. One expects the
slow-rotation approximation with χ2 corrections to dis-
agree with the LORENE results at O(χ4), which is borne
out by the bottom panel of Fig. 4. This panel shows the
fractional difference between the LORENE relation and
the slow-rotation result to O(χ2), as a function of χ.
Again, this shows consistency between the slow-rotation
and the LORENE calculations.
FIG. 6. (Color online) (Top) I¯–M¯2 relation as a function of
χ. The blue plane shows the relation for NSs, consistent with
that found in [24], while red points show the relation for QSs.
Observe that the QS points lie on the NS plane, showing that
the QS relation is almost identical to the NS one. (Bottom)
Same as the left panel but from a different viewpoint.
B. I¯–M¯2 and S¯3–M¯2 Relations
Let us look at two previously-found approximately uni-
versal relations: the I¯–M¯2 and S¯3–M¯2 relations. By ap-
proximate universality we here mean that these relations
are approximately the same irrespective of the EoS used
to calculate the moments. The I¯–M¯2 relation was first
found in [19, 20] in the slow-rotation and unmagnetized
limit for both NSs and QSs. Reference [22] extended
the calculation to magnetized NSs, while Refs. [23–25]
relaxed the slow-rotation approximation. The S¯3–M¯2 re-
lation was first found by [24] for NSs.
An issue of whether universality (or EoS-independence
to be precise) still holds for rapidly rotating stars arose
in different investigations. Reference [23] constructed
NS sequences by varying the dimensional spin frequency
and the mass and found that universality then holds
only for NSs with realistic modern EoSs that produce
NSs of masses 1.4–2M with radii 10.5–12.5km. From
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FIG. 7. (Color online) (Top) S¯3–M¯2 relation with various re-
alistic NS and QS EoSs and spins, together with the fit in
Eq. (90) and the Newtonian relation for the n = 0.5 poly-
tropes in [26]. The meaning of the dotted-dashed vertical line
is the same as in Fig. 1. Observe that the QS relation is al-
most the same as the NS one. (Bottom) Fractional difference
between the data and the fit.
this finding, [23] concluded that the universal relation
found in [19, 20] should not be used for rapidly rotat-
ing relativistic stars. On the other hand, Refs. [24, 25]
constructed NS sequences by varying dimensionless spin
parameters, such as χ, and found that not only is uni-
versality preserved, but the S¯3–M¯2 relation is also spin-
insensitive. The calculations of [24, 25] then explained
that whether universality holds for rapidly-rotating stars
depends on the parameters chosen to describe the stellar
sequence.
Recently, Ref. [26] further supported the results of [24,
25]. Reference [26] computed the I¯–M¯2 and S¯3–M¯2 re-
lations (as well as other relations) analytically, albeit to
leading-order in a weak-field (Newtonian) expansion with
a certain isodensity approximation. Within their frame-
work, EoS universality and spin-insensitivity was evident,
when the stellar sequences were parameterized in terms
of dimensionless spin quantities. However, whether this
universality still holds in the relativistic regime remains
an open question, which we address in this subsection.
Let us first concentrate on the I¯–M¯2 relation, and in
particular, on the χ2 correction to the relation found
in [19, 20]. The top panel of Fig. 5 presents the rela-
tion for slowly-rotating NSs and QSs valid to quadratic
order in spin for various EoSs with χ = 0.3 and χ = 0.5.
First, notice that the NS and QS sequences are almost
identical. As in the NS case, when one fixes a dimen-
sionless spin parameter, like χ, then approximate EoS-
universality is preserved also for QSs. Second, observe
that the approximately universal I¯–M¯2 relations are not
spin-independent. The black solid line is the fit found
in [19, 20] to the leading-order in χ, slow-rotation re-
sult (ie. without χ2 corrections). The black dashed and
dotted-dashed curves are the fits found in [24] setting
χ = 0.3 and χ = 0.5 respectively, but obtained by fitting
to RNS data valid to all χ. We have checked that the
fit in [24] is consistent with the one in [25]. The bottom
panel shows the fractional difference between the numer-
ical values and the χ fits. Observe that the slow-rotation
relation to O(χ2) is valid to O(1%) for χ < 0.3.
Let us now compare the NS and QS I¯–M¯2 relation for
different EoSs, but with results valid to all orders in spin
(Fig. 6). The blue plane shows the NS relation, which is
consistent with that found in [24]. The red points show
the QS relation at different points in (I¯ , M¯2, χ) space.
Observe that the QS points lie on the NS plane. This
proves that the QS relation is almost identical to the NS
one.
Let us now turn our attention to the S¯3–M¯2 relation.
The top panel of Fig. 7 shows this relation, not only
for NSs but also for QSs, and various EoSs and spins.
Observe that the QS relation is again almost identical to
the NS one. Following [24], we fit all these data to the
polynomial
y = A0 +B1x
ν1 +B2x
ν2 , (90)
with y = (S¯3)
1/3 and x = M¯2, with fitting parameters
given in Table I. The new fit found here, which includes
both NSs and QSs results, is very similar to the one
found in [24] for NSs. In the bottom panel of Fig. 7, we
present the fractional difference between the data and the
fit. Observe that the relation is approximately universal,
with variability of . O(10%).
C. M¯4–M¯2 and M¯4/S¯3–M¯2 Relations
Let us now study whether higher multipoles satisfy
approximately EoS independent relations for relativistic
stars spinning at different frequencies. Reference [26] al-
ready found that there exists a universal M¯4–M¯2 relation
to leading-order in a weak-field, Newtonian expansion,
so let us investigate this relation first. The top panel
of Fig. 1 shows the M¯4–M¯2 relation for various realistic
NS and QS EoSs and various spins, computed with the
LORENE and RNS codes, as well as in the slow-rotation
approximation. The bottom panel shows the fractional
difference between the data and the fit of Eq. (90) with
y = (M¯4)
1/4 and x = M¯2 and the coefficients given in Ta-
ble I. Observe that the EoS-universality is slightly weaker
than the S¯3–M¯2 relation, but still, it holds up to roughly
20%. This larger variation is not an artifact of numeri-
cal error, since our calculations are valid to O(1%). This
indicates that the universality becomes worse as one con-
siders multipole moment relations for higher ` modes, as
first predicted in [26].
The 20% variability observed in Fig. 1 has two possi-
ble origins: EoS variability and spin-variability. In order
to determine which of these dominates, Fig. 8 attempts
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y x A0 B1 B2 ν1 ν2
(S¯3)
1/3 M¯2 −0.925 1.98 – 0.273 –
(M¯4)
1/4 M¯2 −0.413 1.50 – 0.466 –
M¯4/S¯3 M¯2 −0.335 1.99× 10−3 1.47 2.15 0.891
δe C 0.61262 −7.2641× 103 7.2185× 103 3.7422 3.7354
TABLE I. Estimated numerical coefficients for the fitting formula in Eq. (90). “–” indicates that inclusion of such parameter
hardly affects the accuracy of the fit.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Fractional difference between the M¯4–
M¯2 relation for rapidly-rotating stars with RNS and the one
in the slow-rotation limit for an APR EoS with various spin
parameters.
to assess the spin dependence of the M¯4–M¯2 relation.
This figure shows the fractional difference between M¯4
computed with the RNS code and in the slow-rotation
approximation, as a function of M¯2, clustered in groups
of different χ, using an APR EoS as a characteristic ex-
ample. As expected, the difference becomes larger as one
increases spins, reaching a maximum of 5% accuracy for
the largest χmodels considered. Comparing this with the
fractional difference in Fig. 1, we conclude that the 20%
variability in the latter is dominated by EoS-variations
and not spin effects. We recall that the multipole mo-
ments have a clear spin dependence if they are expressed
in terms of the stellar compactness (see Fig. 2). Our
results indicate that such spin dependence seems to par-
tially cancel if one expresses one multipole moment in
terms of another.
Not surprisingly, one can improve the accuracy of the
fit, if one constructs NS and QS fits separately. In par-
ticular, QSs have a relatively large variation from the fit,
but this is because the amount of data for NSs that we
used to make the fit is much larger than that for QSs, and
hence, the fit was weighted more on the NS ones. Also,
the fit does not capture quite well the behavior of the re-
lation in the highly relativistic regime. We have checked
that by restricting ourselves to realistic EoSs (i.e. ne-
glecting an n = 0.5 polytropic EoS) and including B2
and ν2 in the fit [Eq. (90)], the variation in the relation
becomes 10% for each NS and QS sequence.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) (Top) M¯4/S¯3–M¯2 relation with various
EoSs and spins, together with the fit in Eq. (90) and the EoS-
independent Newtonian relation. The meaning of the dotted-
dashed line is the same as in Fig. 1. (Bottom) Fractional
difference from the fit.
Reference [26] found that another relation between
multipole moments is also EoS-universal in the Newto-
nian limit, namely M¯4/S¯3–M¯2. The top panel of Fig. 9
shows this relation for various NS and QS EoSs and
spins, computed with the LORENE and RNS codes, as
well as in the slow-rotation approximation. This figure
also shows a fit to all this data, given by Eq. (90) with
y = M¯4/S¯3 and the coefficients of Table I. The bottom
panel shows the fractional difference between the numer-
ical data and the fit. Observe that the EoS-universality
for the M¯4/S¯3–M¯2 relation is stronger than that of the
M¯4–M¯2 relation.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) (Top Left) M¯2 against M0 for various EoSs and spins, together with the fractional difference from the
fit created for each EoS. Observe that the relation for a given EoS depends very weakly on the spin. (Top Right) Same as the
top panel, but for S¯3 against M0. (Bottom) Same as the top panel, but for M¯4 against M0.
APR SLy AU L UU SQM3
yi ai bi ci ai bi ci ai bi ci ai bi ci ai bi ci ai bi ci
M¯2 3.88 -1.86 0.202 3.58 -1.43 0.0174 3.62 -1.88 0.201 4.12 -1.84 0.259 3.72 -1.83 0.181 3.10 -0.810 -0.136
S¯3 4.67 -1.80 0.118 4.19 -1.12 -0.163 4.31 -1.70 0.0530 4.88 -1.80 0.215 4.41 -1.65 0.0425 3.69 -0.574 -0.262
M¯4 8.59 -3.53 0.295 7.76 -2.37 -0.180 7.91 -3.36 0.192 9.05 -3.62 0.483 8.16 -3.33 0.191 6.91 -1.48 -0.328
TABLE II. Coefficients of the fit for the multipole moments as a function of M0 given by Eq. (94).
D. Spectrum of Stellar Moments
In this subsection, we study the dependence of the NS
and QS multipole moments on M0 and χ, and compare
this dependence to that satisfied by a generic, station-
ary, and axisymmetric spacetime, including the Kerr BH
limit. Reference [41] showed that for NSs, both M2 and
S3 approximately scale with the spin parameter χ in the
same way as the moments of a Kerr BH do, i.e. the mo-
ments scale with the appropriate power of the spin pa-
rameter times a coefficient (larger than unity for NSs):
M2 = −M¯2(EoS,M0, χ)χ2M30
≈ −M¯2(EoS,M0)χ2M30 , (91)
S3 = −S¯3(EoS,M0, χ)χ3M40
≈ −S¯3(EoS,M0)χ3M40 , (92)
where in the second line of the above equations we have
expanded in χ  1 and retained only the leading-order
term. Such behavior is explicitly shown in Fig. 10, where
we show the mass dependence of M¯2 and S¯3 for vari-
ous EoSs and spins. Observe that the relations depend
only weakly on the spins for a given EoS sequence, but
they are not universal with EoS. We here find that this
behavior extends to M4 as well (see also Eq. (53)):
M4 = M¯4(EoS,M0, χ)χ
4M50
≈ M¯4(EoS,M0)χ4M50 , (93)
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where again in the second line we have expanded in χ 1
and retained only the leading-order term. This relation
is also shown graphically in Fig. 10 as a function of M0
for a variety of EoSs and spins.
These data can be fitted for any given EoS sequence
with a function of the form
ln yi = ai + bi
(
M0
M
)
+ ci
(
M0
M
)2
, (94)
with yi = (M¯2, S¯3, M¯4) and the coefficients are given
in Table II. We show the fractional difference between
the numerical data and the fit on the bottom panels of
Fig. 10. Observe that the fractional difference tends to
increase somewhat as the mass is increased.
The maximum spins considered in these figures is χ ∼
0.73 for NSs and ∼ 0.9 for QSs, which are realized for
low-mass stars. If the spin corrections enter at O(χ2),
one would expect the maximum fractional difference to
be ∼ 50% for NSs and ∼ 80% for QSs. However, Fig. 10
shows that the fractional difference is always . 10% for
NSs and . 20% for QSs for M < 1.6M. Comparing
this figure to Fig. 2, where we showed the dependence
of each multipole moment on the stellar compactness C,
one can clearly see the spin-dependence is weaker in the
former. Such spin-independence is realized not only for
NSs but also for QSs.
The above findings lead us to the conclusion that the
reduced multipole moments of NSs and QSs behave sim-
ilarly to those of BHs. This behavior is intriguing and
a bit puzzling because of how the moments are con-
structed in GR. Reference [65] showed that for a sta-
tionary, asymptotically flat and axisymmetric spacetime,
the multipole moments have the form
M0 = m0,
S1 = m1,
M2 = m2,
S3 = m3,
M4 = m4 − 1
7
m∗0M˜20, (95)
S5 = m5 − 1
3
m∗0M˜30 −
1
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m∗1M˜20, (96)
where ∗ stands for complex conjugation, M˜ij = mimj −
mi−1mj+1, and them` quantities are complex coefficients
that are related to the asymptotic expansion of the Ernst
potential associated with the specific spacetime. One can
see that as the ` number of the multipole moment in-
creases, an extra contribution is added from the lower
order moments in the form of the M˜ij correction terms.
In the case of the Kerr spacetime, these complex coeffi-
cients become m` = M0(ia)
`, where a ≡ S1/M0 is the
Kerr angular momentum parameter. The fact that these
coefficients have this particular form for the Kerr space-
time leads to a special form for the spectrum of the Kerr
BH moments:
M2` = M0(ia)
2`, iS2`+1 = M0(ia)
2`+1 , (97)
This special form for the spectrum of the multipole mo-
ments, another manifestation of the no-hair theorem
(i.e. the fact that the exterior spacetime of stationary
and axisymmetric BHs can be completely described by
the mass and angular momentum of the spacetime), is a
result of all the correction terms Mij vanishing due to the
form of m` for Kerr BHs. NSs and QSs seem to exhibit
such behavior, except that the non-vanishing contribu-
tion of Mij seems to be almost perfectly canceled by the
lower-order-in-spin contribution of m`, rather than by
Mij being zero.
This result, apart from its connection to the universal
behavior of the moments, is also relevant to attempts to
construct analytic, stationary and axisymmetric space-
times that represent the exterior of NSs and QSs based
on the Ernst formalism. This is because it provides spe-
cific constraints on the form of the Ernst potential for
such spacetimes.
E. Comparison with the Newtonian Limit
Reference [26] proved analytically that certain rela-
tions, like the M¯4–M¯2 relation and the M¯4/S¯3–M¯2 rela-
tion, are EoS-universal and spin-insensitive in the “New-
tonian limit.” By the latter, we here mean that Ref. [26]
worked to leading (Newtonian) order in a weak-field ex-
pansion of GR. This reference also employed a certain
isodensity approximation [66], which assumes isodensity
surfaces can be modeled as self-similar ellipsoids of a
given eccentricity. In this subsection, we compare our
fully relativistic results without the isodensity approxi-
mation to the Newtonian results of [26].
Before carrying out such comparisons, it is instructive
to derive a rough estimate of how the multipole moments
scale in the slow-rotation limit (see also [24]). For a rotat-
ing star with angular velocity (or angular spin frequency)
Ω, dimensional arguments suggest that the (physical) `-
th multipole moments scales as
M2` ∝M0R2`eq
(
Ω
ΩK
)2`
, (98)
S2`+1 ∝M0R2eqΩ×R2`eq
(
Ω
ΩK
)2`
, (99)
to leading order in Ω and up to a constant of order
unity dependent on the EoS and angular velocity, where
ΩK ≡
√
M0/R3eq is the Kepler or mass-shedding angular
velocity and where we recall that Req is the equator ra-
dius. The angular momentum scales as S1 ∝ M0R2eqΩ,
and thus, one expects
M¯2`, S¯2`+1 ∝ C−` ∝ M¯ `2 . (100)
As stated above, the proportionality constant depends
on the angular velocity and the EoS via the density pro-
file and susceptibility to rotational deformations. EoS-
universality and spin-insensitivity exist if this constant
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is approximately independent of the EoS and the angu-
lar velocity.
Figure 2 showed that the dimensionless moment of in-
ertia I¯ scales with a certain power of compactness and is
almost completely spin-insensitive; let us try to analyti-
cally understand this better. To do so, let us follow [26],
consider polytropic EoSs and use the elliptical isoden-
sity approximation [66]1 to find the moment of inertia to
Newtonian order:
I¯ =
2
3
Rn,2
|ϑ′|ξ51
1
C2
, (101)
where n is the polytropic index, ϑ(ξ) is the Lane-Emden
function, ξ1 corresponds to the stellar surface and Rn,`
is an integral of ϑnξ`+2 [26]. This relation is completely
spin-independent and it scales as C−2, as found numeri-
cally in Fig. 2.
Figure 2 also showed that the dimensionless multipoles
M¯2, S¯3 and M¯4 decrease with increasing χ for fixed stellar
compactness; let us try to understand this better. Again
following [26], the leading-order weak-field expansion of
M¯2`+2 and S¯2`+1 can be written in terms of C and χ as
M¯2`+2(C,χ) = M¯
(0)
2`+2(C)
[
1− (`+ 1)An(C)χ2 +O(χ4)
]
,
(102)
S¯2`+1(C,χ) = S¯
(0)
2`+1(C)
[
1− `An(C)χ2 +O(χ4)
]
, (103)
where M¯
(0)
2`+2 and S¯
(0)
2`+1 denote M¯2`+2 and S¯2`+1 in the
non-spinning limit and An > 0 (for n < 5) is a constant
that depends on ϑ′(ξ1), Rn,2 and is linear in C. From
this expression, we see that the spin corrections to M¯2, S¯3
and M¯4 are indeed of quadratic order and they generically
reduce the dimensionless multipole moments, as we found
numerically in Fig. 2.
The dashed lines in Figs. 1, 7 and 9 show the New-
tonian relation for an n = 0.5 polytrope, found in [26].
Observe that the relativistic results approach nicely the
Newtonian ones as one decreases the stellar compactness
(or equivalently, increases M¯2). The slight difference be-
tween the fit and the Newtonian relation in the Newto-
nian regime is because the fit is constructed using vari-
ous realistic EoSs and an n = 0.5 polytropic EoS, while
the Newtonian relations shown in Figs. 1 and 7 are only
valid for an n = 0.5 polytrope. If one compares the latter
with a fully relativistic calculation with the same n = 0.5
polytropic EoS, the agreement is much better.
Figure 11 shows the fractional difference between the
relativistic and Newtonian results for an n = 0.5 poly-
trope. Observe that the M¯4–M¯2 relation approaches the
Newtonian relation faster than the S¯3–M¯2 relation. This
suggests that the relativistic relations may be closer to
the Newtonian ones as one considers higher multipole
1 Reference [26] defined the compactness as the stellar mass over
the geometric mean radius instead of the mass over the equatorial
radius.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Fractional difference between the nu-
merical values and the Newtonian ones for the S¯3–M¯2, M¯4–
M¯2 and M¯4/S¯3–M¯2 relations with the n = 0.5 polytropes.
moments. Observe also that the fractional difference for
the M¯4/S¯3–M¯2 relation is always less than 20% and is
dominated by the difference for the S¯3–M¯2 relation in
the Newtonian limit.
V. IMPLICATIONS FOR X-RAY
OBSERVATIONS
Recently, it was suggested [17, 32] that the universal
relations among multipole moments may help in deter-
mining the NS (or QS) mass and radius independently
with X-ray pulse and atomic line profiles from millisec-
ond pulsars [17, 18, 30–32]. Such independent measure-
ments are important because they would constrain the
EoS in the nuclear and supranuclear density regime. At
first, this may seem counter-intuitive; how can relations
that are EoS-universal be used to measure the NS radius,
and thus, constrain the EoS?
The answer is that the universal relations break cer-
tain degeneracies between (M0, Req, I,M2) in millisecond
pulsar observations to quadratic order in spin. Let us ex-
plain how this degeneracy-breaking occurs in more detail.
The X-ray profiles depend not only on M0 and Req, but
also on the stellar eccentricity e, moment of inertia I,
the quadrupole moment M2, the spin frequency f and
the observer inclination angle θ0. Since the eccentricity
can in turn be written entirely in terms of the mass, the
equatorial radius, the moment of inertia, the spin fre-
quency and the quadrupole moment, the profile depends
on the parameter vector (M0, Req, I,M2, f, θ0). A given
observation cannot be used to measure all 5 parameters
independently, but by using the universal relations, one
can eliminate M2 in favor of I. Moreover, for stars with
compactness in (0.1, 0.4), there exists an approximately
universal relation between I and C, which then means the
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profiles depend only on (M0, Req, f, θ0). One can then fit
for these four parameters independently.
Such a procedure was first proposed in [17] for X-ray
atomic line observations and used in [18] for X-ray pulse
observations. Let us first discuss the former. Using the
observations reported in [67], Ref. [33] placed a constraint
on the NS EoS. However, this constraint did not take the
effect of spin into account. Reference [31] used a metric
valid to O(χ2) and showed that the stellar quadrupole
moment can affect the qualitative features of atomic line
profiles significantly, while the effect of stellar eccentricity
is less significant. Although it is difficult to quantify such
effects, the hexadecapole moment and the spin correc-
tions to the quadrupole moment might not be negligible.
The effect of the octupole moment and the spin correc-
tions to the moment of inertia through frame-dragging
are likely to be negligible, since Ref. [30] showed that the
effect of frame-dragging to linear order in spin on X-ray
line profiles is small.
Let us now discuss X-ray pulse observations. Refer-
ence [32] used a slow-rotation approximation valid to
O(χ2) [38] and found that the stellar eccentricity e
and the quadrupole moment M2 modify the pulse pro-
file by 10–30% and 1–5% respectively for NSs with a
mass of 1.8M and a spin frequency of 600Hz. Since
the goal of future X-ray missions, like NICER [27] and
LOFT [28, 29], is to measure the mass and radius to 5%
accuracy, both of these quantities had to be included in
the analysis. The quartic-order in spin expansion de-
veloped here allows us to estimate the systematic errors
in [32] due to the assumption that the pulsar is a NS and
their O(χ2) truncation.
Before doing so, let us first calculate the e–C relation
for QSs and compare them to those for NSs, which were
found to be EoS-universal to O(1%) [17]. Following [38],
we define the stellar eccentricity as
e ≡
√
R2eq
R2pol
− 1 , (104)
where Req and Rpol are the gauge-invariant circumferen-
tial equatorial and polar radius respectively. One obtains
a gauge-invariant parametrization of the stellar surface
by embedding it in flat spacetime [38], which amounts
to finding a circumferential radius Rcirc in terms of the
original coordinates (R, θ). Extending [38], one obtains
such circumferential radius at the stellar surface valid to
quartic order in spin via
R∗circ(θ) = R∗ + [ξ
∗
20 + (R∗k
∗
22 + ξ
∗
22)P2(cos θ)]
2
+
1
2
[2ξ∗40 + 2(R∗k
∗
42 + k
∗
22ξ
∗
20 + ξ
∗
42)P2(cos θ)
+(2k∗22ξ
∗
22 −R∗k∗222)P2(cos θ)2
+2(R∗k∗44 + ξ
∗
44)P4(cos θ)] ε
4 +O(6) , (105)
where A∗ means A(R∗) for any A. Next, we decompose
a quantity A as
A = A(0)[1 + δA χ2 +O(χ4)] . (106)
Inserting this expansion with A = e into Eq. (104), one
finds
e(0) =
√
−3(R∗k
∗
22 + ξ
∗
22)
R∗
, (107)
δe =
1
24R∗(R∗k∗22 + ξ
∗
22)
[(12k∗42 + 5k
∗
44 − 24k∗222)R2∗
+(5ξ∗44 − 36k∗22ξ∗22 + 12ξ∗42)R∗ − 12ξ∗20ξ∗22 − 21ξ∗222] ,
(108)
which is the e–C relation.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) (Top) Stellar eccentricity-
compactness relation in the slow-rotation limit for various re-
alistic EoSs and the fit for the NS relation given by Eq. (109).
(Bottom) Fractional difference between the numerical values
and the NS fit. Observe that the QS relation is different from
the NS one by O(10%).
The top panel of Fig. 12 shows the relation for both
NSs and QSs in the slow-rotation limit. The NS data can
be fitted to
e(0)
χ
= A0 +A1C
(0) +A2
(
C(0)
)2
, (109)
with coefficients A0 = 0.997, A1 = 3.47 and A2 = −9.97.
This fit is also shown in the top panel of Fig. 12. The
bottom panel shows the fractional difference between the
data and the fit. For NSs, this difference is O(1%), in
agreement with [17]. However, the fractional difference
of QSs is O(10%). Such a large variation originates from
a similar loss of universality in the I¯–C relation for QSs,
which is presented in Fig. 6 of [20]. The QS relation
is close to that for n = 0 polytropes, but this is differ-
ent than the NS relation by O(10%). Therefore, a 5%
accuracy requirement for the extraction of the mass and
radius, requires that one assumes the pulsar is a NS. Oth-
erwise, the non-universality of the e–C or I¯–C relation
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spoils the degeneracy-breaking, leading to a systematic
error in the M∗ and R∗ measurement that dominates the
statistical error.
Let us now estimate the error introduced in the ex-
traction of M0 and Req due to truncating the analy-
sis at O(χ2). Naively, one expects the spin corrections
to be O(χ2) in M2 and e. The fastest-spinning pulsar
currently-observed, J1748-2446ad, has a spin period of
1.4ms (716Hz) [42]. Assuming that the mass is 1.4M,
the dimensionless spin parameter is then χ = 0.39
(APR), 0.35 (SLy), 0.53 (Shen) and 0.40 (SQM3). There-
fore, the neglected spin terms would lead to a ∼ O(30%)
correction.
Depending on how a given quantity affects the pulse
profile, such a 30% correction may or may not be relevant.
When applied to the quadrupole moment, such O(χ2)
corrections modify the pulse profile by ∼ 0.3% – 1.5%.
Here, we assumed that the quadrupole moment contribu-
tion to the pulse profile is similar to that of a 1.8M NS
with a 600Hz spin frequency, which should give a conser-
vative estimate since the contribution should be larger
for NSs with a smaller mass (or a larger radius) and a
larger spin frequency. Such effects can thus be neglected,
if the accuracy goal for the measurement of (M0, Req)
with NICER and LOFT observations is 5%. A similar
analysis suggests similar modifications to the pulse pro-
file due to the hexadecapole moment. When applied to
the stellar eccentricity, however, the O(χ2) corrections
could be ∼ 3% – 9%, which would have to be included.
Quartic-in-spin corrections increase the number of
intrinsic parameter needed in X-ray observations to
(M0, Req, I,M2, e, S3,M4, f) (the first four have spin cor-
rections), but this set can be reduced as follows. First,
from the S¯3–M¯2 and M¯4–M¯2 relations, we can express S3
and M4 in terms of M0, I, M2 and f . Depending on the
accuracy goal of the observation, additional assumptions
may be needed. For example, if one wishes to determine
the stellar mass and radius to 5% accuracy, as expected
with NICER and LOFT, one needs to assume that the
star is a NS with 5 < M¯2 < 10, and check the consistency
of such assumptions after parameter extraction. Other-
wise, the EoS-variation in the M¯4–M¯2 relation given in
the fit presented in this paper is too large, and systematic
errors in the relation would dominate the error budget. If
this is the case, however, one can create a more accurate
fit by restricting attention to NSs only (i.e. removing QSs
from the data to be fitted) and perhaps also restricting
the range of M¯2 considered. Once S3 and M4 have been
expressed in terms of M0, I and M2, one can use the
I¯–M¯2 relation valid to all orders in spin to rewrite M2
in terms of M0 and I. This relation is given by Eq. (8)
of [24] or Eq. (6) of [25]. Finally, one can then use the I¯–
C relation in [17] to rewrite I in terms of M0, Req and f .
After doing all of this, one is left with only 4 parameters:
(M0, Req, e, f).
We now need to express e in terms of the other three
parameters. e(0) is given in terms of C(0) through
Eq. (109), and hence we need to derive the spin correction
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FIG. 13. (Color online) (Top) Compactness dependence on
the spin correction to the stellar eccentricity for various real-
istic EoSs, together with the fit given in Eq. (90) for the NS
sequence. (Bottom) Fractional difference from the fit.
δe(C) to the e–C relation:
e(C) = e(0)(C)
[
1 + δe(C)χ2 +O(χ4)] , (110)
where recall that C = C(0)[1 + δCχ2 +O(χ4)]. The top
panel of Fig. 13 presents the δe–C relation. Observe that
the relation is not EoS-independent if one includes QSs,
just like the e(0)–C(0) relation in Fig. 12. The figure
shows that δe < 0.8, and hence such corrections modify
the pulse profile by 0.8×0.532×30% ∼ 7% at most. This
then confirms that such O(χ2) effects on the eccentricity
will be important for rapidly rotating pulsars, if one aims
at 5% accuracy with NICER and LOFT. We create a fit
given by Eq. (90) with y = δe and x = M¯2 just for the NS
sequence with the coefficients given in Table I. We show
the fractional difference from the fit in the bottom panel.
Observe that the NS sequence is universal to 10% (5%)
for C > 0.1 (C > 0.15). The e(0)–C(0) (or the e(0)–C
relation, replacing C(0) by C) and δe–C relations allow
us to finally reduce the intrinsic parameter space to just
(M0, Req, f).
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We investigated the existence of approximate EoS-
universal, no-hair like relations for NSs and QSs, i.e. re-
lations between high and low-order multipole moments
that are approximately independent of the EoS. We cal-
culated NS and QS solutions and their multipole mo-
ments to ` = 4 order in three different ways: using two
fully relativistic numerical codes valid, in principle, for
arbitrarily fast spinning stars, and using a slow-rotation
approximation to quartic order in spin. Such a calcula-
tion allowed us to confirm that the LORENE and RNS
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codes are indeed consistent with each other, in terms of
the calculation of multipole moments. We were also able
to establish that these codes become highly inaccurate
for computations of higher multiple moments as the spin
decreases below χ = 0.1–0.2 due to numerical noise.
We found that the M¯4–M¯2 relation only depends very
weakly on the EoSs and spins, just like the S¯3–M¯2 rela-
tion found in [24]. Therefore, the NS and QS current oc-
tupole and mass hexadecapole moments can be expressed
in terms of the first three moments to O(10%) accuracy.
However, the universality is weaker for the former com-
pared to the latter. This suggests that universal relations
may not exist for higher order ` modes, or at the very
least, that they will deteriorate with increasing ` number.
This is consistent with leading-order Newtonian results
in a weak-field expansion [26]. We also found that the
M¯4–M¯2 relation is very close to these Newtonian results,
even for highly relativistic NSs with large compactness.
Our results have both theoretical and practical appli-
cations. On the theoretical side, it may not be possible
to find mathematical theorems that prove the existence
of truly EoS-independent no-hair like theorems for NSs
or QSs. Of course, the relations found have always been
of an approximate nature, but we have here found evi-
dence that the universality seems to break as one consid-
ers higher ` multipoles.
On a practical side, the relations found here may be
important in the measurement of the mass and radius
of NSs with future X-ray observations, including NICER
and LOFT. In particular, the hexadecapole moment and
the quadratic spin corrections to the quadrupole mo-
ment and the stellar eccentricity may dominate the error
budget of such measurements over statistical error. The
universal relations found here should allow us to reduce
the number of parameters and break degeneracies among
them. It would be important to investigate if one could
come up with relations with less EoS- and spin-variation
by changing the normalization of the multipole moments.
For example, one could define new dimensionless multi-
pole moments via M¯new` ≡ (−1)`/2M`/(M `+10 χ`Ck) and
S¯new` ≡ (−1)(`−1)/2S`/(M `+10 χ`Ck), and find the k that
minimizes the variation. Since some of the calculations
performed in this paper are order of magnitude estimates,
detailed calculations would be desirable, where one solves
the null geodesic equations for the NSs and QSs (valid
to quartic order in spin) constructed here, using a ray-
tracing algorithm [68] and evaluate the impact of mul-
tipole moments, stellar eccentricity and spin corrections
on the X-ray pulse profile.
Reference [19, 20] showed that the universality holds
not only between the stellar moment of inertia and
quadrupole moment, but also among the quadrupolar
tidal Love number [43, 69–71]. Reference [72] found that
the universality holds among the higher-` tidal Love num-
bers. These results, together with the ones shown in this
paper, suggest that universal relations also exist among
higher-` rotation-induced multipole moments and higher-
` tidal Love numbers.
A straightforward extension of this work would be to
investigate the relations among multipole moments at
even higher ` order, such as ` = 5 and 6. It would be
interesting to see if the EoS-universality indeed deteri-
orates, as we found here for lower ` modes. It would
also be interesting to see if the higher-` relations ap-
proach the Newtonian limit faster with increasing `. In
order to achieve this goal, one would have to extend the
slow rotation expansion to higher order in spin, or alter-
natively, attempt to extract higher-order multipole mo-
ments with LORENE or RNS. The latter may be feasible
for rapidly-rotating stars with spin frequencies near the
mass-shedding limit, but it would be extremely difficult
for slowly-spinning stars due to numerical noise.
Perhaps, what would be even more interesting is to un-
derstand physically why the EoS-universality is realized
for the low-order multipoles in the first place. One way to
understand this would be to investigate which part of the
EoS is most responsible for the universality. Another ap-
proach would be to consider the Newtonian limit again,
where one can tackle the problem (semi-)analytically, and
break some of the approximations used in [26]. In partic-
ular, it would be interesting to investigate how breaking
the elliptical isodensity approximation of [66] impacts the
EoS universality. Work along these lines is currently in
progress.
An analytic model to describe the NS and QS exterior
spacetimes may be useful in astrophysical observations.
References [73, 74] calculated a three-parameter solu-
tion, based on [75], by using the formalism developed by
Ernst [76, 77]; they found that such a solution describes
nicely the exterior spacetime of a rapidly-rotating NS.
This solution cannot accurately capture the features of
the exterior spacetime of a slowly-rotating NS because its
quadrupole moment does not vanish in the non-rotating
limit. Reference [78] extended these studies by consider-
ing a four-parameter solution (the two-soliton solution),
found in [79], which includes the three-parameter solution
of [75] as a special case. Since this solution depends on
four free parameters, it can describe the stellar exterior
spacetime to octupole order [16]. However, its hexade-
capole moment in general has a term that depends on
the spin-squared, which is absent in NS and QS space-
times, as we proved in this paper. The slowly-rotating
stellar solution valid to quartic order in spin found in this
paper allows one to analytically express the stellar exte-
rior spacetime with the correct hexadecapole moment.
It would be interesting to extend these studies to find
an analytic exterior spacetime for NSs and QSs valid to
hexadecapole order and higher order without using the
slow-rotation expansion.
When calculating the multipole moments, we assumed
that the stars are uniformly-rotating and unmagnetized.
Newly-born NSs and hypermassive NSs formed after NS
binary mergers are expected to be differentially rotating,
and magnetars can have magnetic fields as large as 1017G.
Therefore, it may be interesting to relax the uniformly-
rotating and unmagnetized assumptions. To relax the
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former, one could use a given rotation law, such as that
in [52]. To relax the latter, one could consider magnetic
field configurations similar to those in [22]. Probably, the
magnetic field will become progressively more important,
as one considers higher-` multipole moments. This is be-
cause the rotationally-induced multipole moments should
become smaller in magnitude as one increases `. One
could also study how differential rotation and magnetic
field affect the relations among multipole moments in the
Newtonian limit, namely extending the work in [26].
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Appendix A: Source Functions for the Equations of
Stellar Structure at Quartic Order in Spin
In this appendix, we present lengthy expressions for
the source terms of the perturbed Einstein equations at
quartic order in spin. First, the ones for the ` = 2 mode
are given by
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Similarly, the ones for the ` = 4 mode are given by
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128
R3pi ρ+
33
256
R
)
M3
+
3
16
R2
[
2R4pi2p2 +
(
3R4pi2ρ+
49
16
pi R2
)
p− 3
16
− 7
16
pi ρR2 +R4pi2ρ2
]
M2
−3
8
R3
[
−5
3
R6pi3p3 +R4pi2
(
pi ρR2 − 9
4
)
p2 +
(
7
4
R4pi2ρ− 1
16
pi R2
)
p+
1
2
R4pi2ρ2 − 7
16
pi ρR2 +
3
32
]
M
+R4
[
R8pi4p4 +
3
16
R6pi3p3 +
(
−27
64
R4pi2 +
3
16
R6pi3ρ
)
p2 +
(
− 3
32
pi R2 +
3
16
R4pi2ρ
)
p+
3
64
(
pi ρR2 − 1
2
)2]]}
,
(A8)
Sv44 =
1
420R (R− 2M) (4pi pR3 +M)
{
768
{
−5
4
(R− 2M) (ω′11)
(
pi pR3 +
1
4
R− 1
4
M
)(
pi pR3 +
1
4
M
)
ω′33
+
[[
−1
4
M2 +
(
1
16
R− 3
4
pi pR3
)
M +R2
(
R4pi2p2 +
3
64
+
5
8
pi pR2
)]
k22
+
1
2
(
pi2p2R6 +
1
4
pi R4p− 3
64
R2 +
5
32
RM − 1
16
M2
)
h22
]
(R− 2M) (ω′11)2
+
15
16
(R− 2M)ω33
(
pi pR3 +
1
4
M
)
ω′11 + 16Rpi
{
1
32
(R− 2M)R
(
pi pR3 +
1
4
R− 1
4
M
)
h22ω11ρ
′
+
[[
−1
4
M2 +
(
−3
4
pi pR3 +
1
4
R
)
M +R2
(
R4pi2p2 − 3
64
+
5
8
pi pR2
)]
ω11k22
−5
4
(
pi pR3 +
1
4
R− 1
4
M
)(
pi pR3 +
1
4
M
)
ω33
+
1
8
[
− 1
16
M2 − 5
16
RM +R2
(
3
16
+
1
4
pi pR2 +R4pi2p2
)]
h22ω11
]
(ρ+ p)
}
ω11
}
R3e−ν
−16R6
{
(R− 2M)2
(
pi pR3 +
1
4
M
)
(ω′11)
4 − 256
[
1
32
R (R− 2M) ρ′
+
(
pi pR3 +
1
4
M
)(
pi ρR2 + pi pR2 − 3
8
)
(ρ+ p)
]
pi (ω11)
4
}(
pi pR3 +
1
4
R− 1
4
M
)
e−2 ν
+864R (R− 2M) (k22)2 − 1728 (R− 2M)h22
(
pi pR3 +R3pi ρ− 1
4
R− 1
2
M
)
k22
−2304 (h22)2
[
− 7
16
M2 +
(
−1
8
R+
3
4
R3pi ρ+
3
4
pi pR3
)
M +R2
(
3
16
− 1
8
pi pR2 +R4pi2p2 − 3
8
pi ρR2
)]}
. (A9)
Appendix B: Exterior Solutions to Cubic Order in
Spin
The exterior solutions for ν, M , ω11, h20, h22, k22, ω31
and ω33 are given in [37, 39]. We present them again here
for completeness
νext = ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)
, M ext(R) = M∗ , (B1)
ωext11 (R) = Ω−
2J
R3
, (B2)
hext20 (R) = −
Cext20
R− 2M∗ +
J2
R3(R− 2M∗) , (B3)
hext22 (R) =
(
1 +
M∗
R
)
J2
M∗R3
+ Cext22 Q
2
2
(
R
M∗
− 1
)
,
(B4)
kext22 (R) = −
J2
R4
+
2Cext22 M∗
R(R− 2M∗)Q
1
2
(
R
M∗
− 1
)
− hext22 (R) ,
(B5)
ωext31 (R) = ω
ext,P
31 + C
ext
31 ω
ext,H
31 , (B6)
ωext33 (R) = ω
ext,P
33 + C
ext
33 ω
ext,H
33 , (B7)
where Qm` is the associated Legendre function of the sec-
ond kind. The functions ωext,H31 and ω
ext,P
31 are the ho-
mogeneous and particular solutions to the equations of
structure for ω31 in the exterior:
ωext,H31 =
2M2∗
R3
, (B8)
ωext,P31 = −
3JCext22 (8M
3
∗ − 12M∗R2 + 5R3)
5(R3M3∗ )
ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)
− 2J
5M2∗R7
(6J2M2∗ + 2J
2M∗R− 21Cext22 M∗R5
30
−16Cext22 M2∗R4 + 15Cext22 R6 + 6Cext22 M3∗R3) . (B9) Similarly, ωext,H33 and ωext,P33 are the homogeneous and par-
ticular solutions for ω33 in the exterior:
ωext,H33 =
7
96M3∗R3
[
(120M2∗ − 150M∗R4 + 45R5)R3 ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)
+ 8M5∗ + 20M
4
∗R+ 60M
3
∗R
2 − 210M2∗R3 + 90M∗R4
]
,
(B10)
ωext,P33 =
J
480R7M9∗
{
2M∗J2(576M8∗ + 32M
7
∗R− 160M6∗R2 + 140M4∗R4 + 350M3∗R5 + 1050M2∗R6 − 3675M∗R7 + 1575R8)
+32Cext22 M
5
∗R
3(36M5∗ + 52M
4
∗R+ 34M
3
∗R
2 + 210M2∗R
3 − 735M∗R4 + 315R5)
+
[
525R7J2(8M2∗ − 10M∗R+ 3R2) + 48Cext22 M4∗R4(8M5∗ + 20M4∗R
−12M3∗R2 + 280M2∗R3 − 350M∗R4 + 105R5)
]
ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)}
. (B11)
The quantities M∗, J , Cext20 , C
ext
22 , C
ext
31 and C
ext
33 are inte-
gration constants that are to be determined by matching
the exterior to the interior solution at the stellar surface.
In particular, M∗ and J correspond to the stellar mass
and (the magnitude of) the spin angular momentum in
the slow-rotation limit, respectively.
Appendix C: Exterior Solutions at Quartic Order in
Spin
The homogeneous and particular solutions for h42, v42,
h44 and v44 are given by
hext,H42 =
1050M11∗ R
8 + 700M12∗ R
7 − 525M8∗R11 + 2625M9∗R10 − 3850M10∗ R9
280M9∗ (R− 2M∗)2R8
−420M
10
∗ R
5 − 420M9∗R6 + 105M8∗R7
112R4(R− 2M∗)M10∗
ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)
, (C1)
hext,P42 = −
105
4M∗9 (R− 2M∗)2R8
{
J4R11 − 44
7
J4M∗R10 +
575
42
J4M∗2R9 − 157
14
J4M∗3R8
+
176
105
J2
[(
15
352
Cext20 +
183
88
Cext22
)
R4 + J2
]
M∗4R7 +
47
105
J2
[(
−75
94
Cext20 −
2262
47
Cext22
)
R4 + J2
]
M∗5R6
+
4
21
J
[(
−3
4
Cext31 +
21
4
Cext33
)
R6 +
11
4
(
Cext20 +
964
11
Cext22
)
JR4 + J3
]
M∗6R5
+
4
105
[
−4
7
(Cext22 )
2R2 + J
(
Cext33 − 8Cext31
)]
M∗13R4
+
4
49
[
−6
5
(Cext22 )
2R8 − 77 J
(
− 5
44
Cext31 + C
ext
33
)
R6 − 7
4
(
Cext20 +
8916
35
Cext22
)
J2R4 + J4
]
M∗7R4
+
32
147
[
7
10
Cext22
(
−93
14
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
R4 +
7
8
JCext33 R
2 + J2Cext22
]
M∗12R3
− 20
147
[
21
5
Cext22
(
−117
70
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
R8 − 805
8
(
− 44
575
Cext31 + C
ext
33
)
JR6 +
21
50
(
−9076
105
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
J2R4
+J4
]
M∗8R3 − 36
245
[
−49
3
Cext22
(
−365
294
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
R8 +
5495
72
(
Cext33 −
4
157
Cext31
)
JR6
+
14
27
J2
(
Cext20 −
688
35
Cext22
)
R4 + J4
]
M∗9R2 +
272
735
[
−259
34
Cext22
(
−585
518
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
R8
+
77
17
(
3
44
Cext31 + C
ext
33
)
JR6 +
7
34
J2
(
6Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
R4 + J4
]
M∗10R
+
[
8
15
Cext22
(
− 5
98
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
R8 +
47
105
J
(
24
47
Cext31 + C
ext
33
)
R6 − 16
105
(
21
5
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
J2R4 +
176
735
J4
]
M∗11
}
31
− 105
8R4 (R− 2M∗)M∗10
{
1
14
J2
(
Cext20 +
244
5
Cext22
)
M∗4R7 + J4R7 − 2
7
(
Cext20 +
316
5
Cext22
)
J2M∗5R6
−37
7
M∗ J4R6 +
2
7
J
[(
7
2
Cext33 −
1
2
Cext31
)
R2 +
(
528
5
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
J
]
M∗6R5 +
127
14
J4M∗2R5
−3904
245
[
3
244
(Cext22 )
2R4 +
1295
3904
J
(
− 4
37
Cext31 + C
ext
33
)
R2 + J2Cext22
]
M∗7R4 − 5 J4M∗3R4 − 64
245
(Cext22 )
2M∗12R3
− 32
245
[
35
8
Cext22
(
−3
2
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
R4 − 4445
64
(
Cext33 −
8
127
Cext31
)
JR2 + J2Cext22
]
M∗8R3
+
32
245
[
14Cext22
(
−29
56
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
R4 − 1225
32
JCext33 R
2 + J2Cext22
]
M∗9R2
+
16
245
Cext22
[(
−13
2
Cext22 − 21Cext20
)
R4 + J2
]
M∗10R+
[
32
35
(Cext22 )
2R4 − 32
49
J2Cext22
]
M∗11
}
ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)
+
9(Cext22 )
2R(R2 + 3M∗R− 5M2∗ )(R− 2M∗)
14M4∗
[
ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)]2
, (C2)
vext,H42 =
1050M8∗R
10 − 4200M9∗R9 + 4550M10∗ R8 − 700M11∗ R7
280M8∗ (R− 2M∗)2R8
+
420M10∗ R
4 − 630M9∗R5 + 210R6M8∗
112R4(R− 2M∗)M9∗
ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)
, (C3)
vext,P42 =
15
2M∗8 (R− 2M∗)2R8
{
J4R10 − 17
4
M∗ J4R9 +
61
12
M∗2J4R8 −M∗3J4R7
− 3
10
[(
−5
3
Cext20 −
52
3
Cext22
)
R4 + J2
]
J2M∗4R6 − 2
15
J2
[(
15Cext20 + 162C
ext
22
)
R4 + J2
]
M∗5R5
+
2
105
[
27
2
(Cext22 )
2R8 +
105
2
J
(
Cext33 − Cext31
)
R6 +
455
4
(
Cext20 +
1004
91
Cext22
)
J2R4 + J4
]
M∗6R4
+
2
15
[
44
7
(Cext22 )
2R2 + J
(−8Cext31 + Cext33 )]M∗12R4
+
272
105
[
21
34
Cext22
(
−131
42
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
R4 − 7
136
J
(−8Cext31 + Cext33 )R2 + J2Cext22 ]M∗11R3
+
4
7
[
− 3
10
(Cext22 )
2R8 − 119
16
(
−16
17
Cext31 + C
ext
33
)
JR6 − 7
12
(
64
7
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
J2R4 + J4
]
M∗7R3
+
34
105
[
−126
17
(
−3
4
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
Cext22 R
8 +
2135
136
(
−52
61
Cext31 + C
ext
33
)
JR6 − 14
17
(
−37
5
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
J2R4
+J4
]
M∗8R2 − 304
105
[
−63
19
(
−121
84
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
Cext22 R
8 +
105
304
(
Cext33 −
2
3
Cext31
)
JR6
− 7
76
(
−66
35
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
J2R4 + J4
]
M∗9R+
[
−52
5
(
−27
14
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
Cext22 R
8 − 3
10
(
8
9
Cext31 + C
ext
33
)
JR6
+
8
15
(
Cext20 −
517
35
Cext22
)
J2R4 +
184
105
J4
]
M∗10
}
+
15
4R4 (R− 2M∗)M∗9
{
J4R6 +
1
2
(
52
5
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
J2M∗4R6 − 13
4
J4M∗R5 − 3
2
(
Cext20 +
164
15
Cext22
)
J2M∗5R5
+
5
2
J4M∗2R4 +
[
18
35
(Cext22 )
2R4 + J
(
Cext33 − Cext31
)
R2 +
(
384
35
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
J2
]
M∗6R4 − 96
35
M∗11(Cext22 )
2R3
+
16
35
[
3
8
(Cext22 )
2R4 − 455
64
(
Cext33 −
12
13
Cext31
)
JR2 + J2Cext22
]
M∗7R3
+
104
35
[
−21
26
(
11
14
Cext22 + C
ext
20
)
Cext22 R
4 +
175
208
(
−4
5
Cext31 + C
ext
33
)
JR2 + J2Cext22
]
M∗8R2
+
88
35
[(
−89
44
Cext22 +
63
22
Cext20
)
R4 + J2
]
Cext22 M∗
9R− 144
35
[(
−29
12
Cext22 +
7
6
Cext20
)
R4 + J2
]
Cext22 M∗
10
}
+
9(Cext22 )
2(3R4 + 4M∗R3 − 40M2∗R2 + 40M3∗R+ 16M4∗ )
56M4∗
[
ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)]2
, (C4)
32
hext,H44 =
3
64M4∗R(R− 2M∗)
[
105R2(R− 2M∗)2(6M2∗ − 14M∗R+ 7R2) ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)
+56M6∗ + 504M
5
∗R− 6720M4∗R2 + 12040M3∗R3 − 7350M2∗R4 + 1470M∗R5
]
, (C5)
hext,P44 =
1
560(R− 2M∗)2R8M11∗
[−2J4(R− 2M∗)(768M12∗ + 960M11∗ R− 1264M10∗ R2 − 264M9∗R3 + 420M8∗R4 + 770M7∗R5
+1050M6∗R
6 + 791M5∗R
7 − 19131M4∗R8 + 180180M3∗R9 − 319060M2∗R10 + 194775M∗R11 − 38955R12)
−2Cext22 J2R3(R− 2M∗)M4∗ (1248M9∗ + 4544M8∗R+ 4624M7∗R2 − 528M6∗R3 − 2292M5∗R4 − 112404M4∗R5
+1259040M3∗R
6 − 2243740M2∗R7 + 1369725M∗R8 − 273945R9)
+8(Cext22 )
2M8∗R
6(240M7∗ − 1872M6∗R− 24456M5∗R2 + 396432M4∗R3 − 893400M3∗R4
+781662M2∗R
5 − 301761M∗R6 + 43155R7)
−35Cext33 JR4(R− 2M∗)M6∗ (8M8∗ + 44M7∗R+ 60M6∗R2 + 70M5∗R3 − 870M4∗R4 + 7320M3∗R5
−12900M2∗R6 + 7875M∗R7 − 1575R8)
]
+
1
1120(R− 2M∗)R4M12∗
[
210J4(R− 2M∗)R4(35M4∗ − 656M3∗R+ 1802M2∗R2 − 1484M∗R3 + 371R4)
−6Cext22 J2M4∗ (R− 2M∗)(320M8∗ − 96M7∗R− 1008M6∗R2 + 288M5∗R3 − 3920M4∗R4 + 158780M3∗R5
−443530M2∗R6 + 365260M∗R7 − 91315R8)
+8(Cext22 )
2R3M8∗ (528M
6
∗ + 1008M
5
∗R+ 134496M
4
∗R
2 − 477216M3∗R3 + 548802M2∗R4 − 258282M∗R5 + 43155R6)
+525Cext33 JR
4(R− 2M∗)M6∗ (14M4∗ − 188M3∗R+ 510M2∗R2 − 420M∗R3 + 105R4)
]
ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)
+
27(Cext22 )
2(R− 2M∗)R(13M2∗ − 19RM∗ + 3R2)
70M4∗
[
ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)]2
, (C6)
vext,H44 = −
1
32M3∗R(R− 2M∗)
[
1470M∗R4 − 5880M2∗R3 + 7210M3∗R2 − 2660M4∗R+ 84M5∗
+105R(7R2 − 14M∗R+ 4M2∗ )(R−M∗)(R− 2M∗) ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)]
, (C7)
vext,P44 = −
1
840(R− 2M∗)2R8M10∗
[
J4(R− 2M∗)(77910R11 − 311640M∗R10 + 377405M2∗R9 − 129430M3∗R8 + 777M4∗R7
−1400M5∗R6 − 770M6∗R5 − 420M7∗R4 − 1056M8∗R3 − 192M9∗R2 + 3168M10∗ R+ 2880M11∗ )
+2Cext22 J
2(R− 2M∗)M4∗R3(273945R8 − 1095780M∗R7 + 1336075M2∗R6 − 477230M3∗R5 + 12582M4∗R4
−3536M5∗R3 − 6680M6∗R2 − 8112M7∗R+ 3312M8∗ )
+24(Cext22 )
2R6M8∗ (14169R
6 − 85662M∗R5 + 185005M2∗R4 − 165268M3∗R3 + 49180M4∗R2 − 312M6∗ )
+35Cext33 J(R− 2M∗)M6∗R4(1575R7 − 6300R6M∗ + 7590R5M2∗
−2520R4M3∗ − 15R3M4∗ − 40R2M5∗ − 22RM6∗ − 12M7∗ )
]
+
1
560R4M11∗ (R− 2M∗)
[
35J4(R− 2M∗)R4(359M3∗ − 1863RM2∗ + 2226R2M∗ − 742R3)
+2Cext22 J
2M4∗ (R− 2M∗)(2208M7∗ + 688RM6∗ − 504R2M5∗ − 936R3M4∗ + 48540R4M3∗
−232290R5M2∗ + 273945R6M∗ − 91315R7)
−8(Cext22 )2R3M8∗ (1128M5∗ + 11784M4∗R− 78852M3∗R2 + 122616M2∗R3 − 71061M∗R4 + 13953R5)
+175Cext33 JM
6
∗ (R− 2M∗)R4(47M3∗ − 261RM2∗ + 315R2M∗ − 105R3)
]
ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)
+
3(Cext22 )
2(220M4∗ − 234RM3∗ + 45R2M2∗ − 36R3M∗ + 36R4)
70M4∗
[
ln
(
1− 2M∗
R
)]2
. (C8)
Cext42 and C
ext
44 are integration constants that are deter-
mined by matching the metric perturbations at the stellar
surface. The former is related to the spin correction to
the quadrupole moment while the latter is related to the
hexadecapole moment.
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Appendix D: RNS field equations and sources
From the Einstein field equations we have the equa-
tions for the metric functions,
∆[ρ˜eγ/2] = Sρ˜(r, µ), (D1)
(
∆ +
1
r
∂
∂r
− 1
r2
µ
∂
∂µ
)
γeγ/2 = Sγ(r, µ), (D2)(
∆ +
2
r
∂
∂r
− 2
r2
µ
∂
∂µ
)
ωe(γ−2ρ˜)/2 = Sω(r, µ), (D3)
where
∆ =
∂2
∂r2
+
2
r
∂
∂r
+
1
r2
∂2
∂θ2
+
cot θ
r2
∂
∂θ
+
1
r2 sin2 θ
∂2
∂φ2
, (D4)
and the sources on the right hand side have the form,
Sρ˜(r, µ) =e
γ/2
[
8pie2α(ρ+ p)
1 + u2
1− u2 + r
2(1− µ2)e−2ρ˜
[
ω2,r +
1
r2
(1− µ2)ω2,µ
]
+
1
r
γ,r − 1
r2
µγ,µ
+
ρ˜
2
{
16pie2α − γ,r
(
1
2
γ,r +
1
r
)
− 1
r2
γ,µ
[
1
2
γ,µ(1− µ2)− µ
]}]
, (D5)
Sγ(r, µ) =e
γ/2
{
16pie2αp+
γ
2
[
16pie2αp− 1
2
γ2,r −
1
2r2
(1− µ2)γ2,µ
]}
, (D6)
Sω(r, µ) =e
(γ−2ρ˜)/2
[
−16pie2α (Ω− ω)(ρ+ p)
1− u2 + ω
{
−8pie2α
[
(1 + u2)ρ+ 2u2p
]
1− u2 −
1
r
(
2ρ˜,r +
1
2
γ,r
)
+
1
r2
µ
(
2ρ˜,µ +
1
2
γ,µ
)
+
1
4
(4ρ˜2,r − γ2,r) +
1
4r2
(1− µ2)(4ρ˜2,µ − γ2,µ)
− r2(1− µ2)e−2ρ˜
[
ω2,r +
1
r2
(1− µ2)ω2,µ
]}]
, (D7)
where
u = (Ω− ω)r sin θe−ρ˜, (D8)
is the proper velocity with respect to the zero angu-
lar momentum observers. A useful redefinition of these
quantities for use within the RNS code is, S˜ρ˜ = r
2Sρ˜,
S˜γ = r
2Sγ , and S˜ωˆ = reqr
2Sω, where in the last case
of the redefined source S˜ωˆ, all the ω’s and Ω’s in Sω
can be substituted by the dimensionless ωˆ = reqω, and
Ωˆ = reqΩ. We remind that req is a characteristic length
scale that gives the coordinate equatorial radius of the
star in quasi-isotropic coordinates.
Appendix E: Truncation of the q4 integral in RNS
It is difficult to give an estimate of the accuracy with
which the RNS code calculates the q4 coefficient. Since
though a special truncation scheme has been applied in
order to calculate this coefficient, we will attempt to give
a theoretical description of the sources of error and based
on that an estimate of the accuracy with which the final
quantity is calculated.
We have argued in the main text that there is a numer-
ical singularity in the calculation of the multipole related
coefficients q2` that becomes apparent in higher order co-
efficients and this is one of the main sources of error in the
calculation of q4. The singularity arises in the integral
∫ 1
0
ds′s′2`
(1− s′)2`+2
∫ 1
0
dµ′P2`(µ′)S˜ρ˜(s′, µ′), (E1)
where, in order for the integral to be finite, the quantity∫ 1
0
dµ′P2`(µ′)S˜ρ˜(s′, µ′), must have the correct asymptotic
behaviour, i.e., it should go as a power ( 1−ss )
k such that
the integral,
∫ 1
0
ds′s′2`
(1− s′)2`+2
(
1− s′
s′
)k
,
is finite. This is true when k ≥ 2` + 2. Consequently,
a fixed error contribution from the angular integration,
i.e., an error without an s dependence, causes a numerical
singularity at s = 1. The size of the singular contribution
can be estimated as
δ
∫ 1−ε1
0
ds′s′2`
(1− s′)2`+2 ,
where δ is the error contribution of the angular integra-
tion and ε1 is the distance from the singularity at s = 1.
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This integral is proportional to δε−51 for the q4 (` = 2).
Assuming the error that comes only from the numeri-
cal integration of the angular integral, and taking into
account that the RNS code uses Simpson’s integration,
then we should have
δε−51 ∼ δ0
(
1
MDIV
)5
ε−51 = δ0
(
1
MDIV
)5(
nˆ
SDIV
)−5
,
where nˆ is the number of points in the radial domain that
are omitted in the numerical integration and δ0 is the nu-
merical error in the evaluation of the source function S˜ρ˜.
This function is comprised by numerical derivatives of the
metric functions, which are evaluated using a second or-
der accurate central difference formula, and thus its error
behaves as, δ0 ∼ max
[(
1
MDIV
)2
,
(
1
SDIV
)2]
. Therefore,
the final error expression will be of the form,
error ∼
(
SDIV/MDIV
nˆ
)5(
1
MDIV
)2
. (E2)
We can see from this formula that for a number of
points such that SDIV/MDIVnˆ < 1, the singularity can be
suppressed in the numerical calculation of q4. Therefore
the relative error in the calculation of q4 from the singu-
larity will be the error in E2 divided by q4. This means
that the only other variable, apart from nˆ, that enters the
relative error is essentially the value of q4 itself. Conse-
quently the relative error will be larger for small values
of q4, i.e., in the case of slow rotation and for less com-
pact objects of low density. The behaviour expected from
these theoretical considerations is the behaviour we have
observed with the numerical code, by changing the rel-
ative size of the grid (the ratio SDIV/MDIV ) and/or
the number nˆ of points that are omitted. We should also
note that increasing the order of the moment that one at-
tempts to calculate increases significantly the number of
points that one needs to omit to avoid the corresponding
singularity.
Apart from the singularity error, there is another
source of error in the calculation, which is the error that
comes from the truncation of the integral of the coeffi-
cient q4. The corresponding deviation of the calculated
q4 from the actual value will be,
δq4 ∼
∫ 1
1−ε1
ds′s′4
(1− s′)6
∫ 1
0
dµ′P4(µ′)S˜ρ˜(s′, µ′). (E3)
This quantity can be calculated using the asymptotic
form of the metric functions to evaluate the asymptotic
form of the source S˜ρ˜(s, µ). After some algebra, one can
see that the angular integral has the following depen-
dence on r,
∫ 1
0
dµ′P4(µ′)S˜ρ˜(s′, µ′) ∼ A
r6
+O(r−7), (E4)
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FIG. 14. Estimated relative error in the calculation of q4
for the SLy4 EoS, for different number of omitted points and
different rotation rates (various curves of same colour). The
different colours correspond to the relative differences, (q4#4 −
qn#4 )/q
4#
4 , with n# points omitted. The gold lines correspond
to the comparison of q4 between 4 points and 3 points being
omitted. The figure shows that at the high compactness/low
M¯2 end of the plot, the truncation error of q
4#
4 dominates,
while at the low compactness/high M¯2 end of the plot, the
singularity error of q3#4 dominates.
where the numerical coefficient A is an O(q4) quantity.
This means that the deviation will be δq4 ∼ q4ε1 +O(ε21)
and from calculations based on the models evaluated with
the RNS code, the relative difference of the calculated
from the actual value is, (∆q4/q4) . 1% with up to 4
points excluded from the integral. The relative difference
has its maximum value for the more compact objects and
it decreases with lower compactness, while it seems to be
insensitive to the rotation rate.
Concluding the total relative error will be the sum
of these two contributions, with the first one (singular-
ity error) overestimating the value of q4 and the second
one (truncation error) underestimating it. From com-
paring the theoretical estimates of the error against the
results calculated with the code after omitting 1,2,3, and
4 points, we can say that the relative difference between
the values calculated by omitting 3 and 4 points, i.e.,
(q4#4 −q3#4 )/q4#4 , gives an estimate of the accuracy of the
calculation. This corresponds to the gold lines in Fig.
14, where we can see that the error is almost everywhere
lower than 5% for the models of the lowest rotation rates
and it decreases with increasing rotation rate. This pic-
ture is typical of all EoSs.
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